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Incorporation Papers Filed by
Group of Chicago
Physicians.
Testimony All In and Each Side Most Imposing Funeral Proces-Give-n
Time for Argu- - sion That World Has
ment. Ever Seen.
Chicago nhysicians today filed in
cineration naners in the office of Ter
ritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa for the ; Johnson started a paper for
Demo-Valmor- a
Industrial Sanitarium, a char-- j crat signatures that if the Repub-itabl- e
institution located at Watrous, Means will eliminate the eapitaliza-- .
h- - The incorporators audition clau.se from the railroad bill and
Discrimination in Prices of Com-
modities Sold in State For-
bidden by It.
Pittsbunr. Pa., Mav 2o Dr. F. C.
Blessing, president of the common j
councils, today was found guilty of
conspiracy to bribe in connection with
the recent graft exposures. The jury
recommended "extreme leniency."
Discrimination in Prices Illegal.
St. Paul. Minn., May 2. The state
supreme court today declared valid
the state law forbiddin discrimina- -
tion in charges of commodities solTi
throughout the state. The decision
came on appeal from the Ramsey
county court in sustaining the de-
murer of the Standard Oil Company
to the state of Minnesota, in which it
was charged that the company
charged discriminating prices where
it had no competition. The case will
now be tried on the facts and an in-
junction asked for.
Price Wins on Legal Point.
Many University Men Outdone
by Silent Boys and
Girls.
The miracV of the lden times
w hen t he deaf were made to hear and
the Mind to see and the speechless
talk was practically witnessed by
scores of Santa Feans this morning
when the commencement exercises of
the pupils of the New Mexico School
;or ,tH. )(af wt.n, j ; nI ,!!at inst inl
tions a mile from the city.
Pitiful as it was perhaps to see
bright locking boys buoyan' with the
blood of youth unable to voice their
cheerfulness in the way of most
youngster-- ; and sad as it was to
graceful, beautiful maidens whose
voices were siiihd from infancy ami
who relied on their eyes to interpret
words spoken by their teachers and
friends, still the exhibition of the pro-
gress made by the pupils under the
patient teachers, was gratifying to the
London, May 20. The body of King
Edward VII. was carried through the
streets of London today in the pres-
ence of many hundred thousands of
subjects and with the kings of nine
European nations, several future rul-
ers, members of all royal families of
the world and a former president of
the United States following the casket
from Westminster hall to Paddington
station. The cortege moved through
solid doub!e lines of red-coate- d sol-
diers, standing with rifles reversed
and regimental colors dipped to the
ground. At the railway station the
casket was placed on the funeral car I
and taken to Windsor, where after the
fhiireh nf TTnp-lnnr- iervie iieon
conducted bv the Archbishop of Can- -
terbury in St. George's chapel, it wasj
entombed in the Albert Memorial j
chapel adjoining.. No such spectacle'.
has been witnessed in Ixindon since
, O JUUlltC. .Lilt? pdlUUCl
included many of the greatest in the
kingdom, representatives of all arms
of the service and delegations from
most of the famous regiments of the
empire and a representative group ot
foreign armies and navies. The cask-
et, on which rested the imperial sym-
bols was followed by the late king's
charger, while his favorite terrier was ;
led by a Highland soldier just before
the imperial ensign. King George,
Emperor William and several other '
members of royalty wore uniforms of,
British generals. I
No personage in the parade at- -
uasaingion, u. ., .May zu ineo- - direction of W. O. Connor the
Price of New York, the "cotton ir,tenrient md hi em r.c of i,ie iwi
jj.jjj degree.
And the fact tbat all tm, plli)iis
able to see robbed the spectacle'
0f that saddest of all features, the
signt of a Helen Keller deprived of
; three senses, sight, hearing and
speech.
km. indicted here in connection
wnu uie ieai wuiiuiu 01 iyv., cauuoi
be prosecuted in the District of Colum- -
bia according 10 a ruling of the
preme court of the district today.
Price's plea that a government em- -
ploye was a member of the grand
jury which indicted him was sustain- -
ed.
Price faces similar charges in New-Yor-
and he may have to stand strial
there.
BIO TRADE Al
AUfGORDO
Water Works Sold to Impro-
vement Company for
$180,000
tracted more attention than Theodore director 'of the Carnegie observatory,Roosevelt, whose civilian clothes con-issue- 1 a 8tatement ,ast night in whichtrasted with the statecuriously gilded he said that the lates( observatlong of
coach with its white wigged and sllk-jth- ft astronomers did not indicate that
stockinged within which heflunkeys th-- earth had ed thr0U!;h the tall
rode. The representatives of the two;of Halle"Vs comet and that his compu-grea- t
republics, United States andjtations him to bejeve that itFrance were given a position at -- Wethejwould not do s0. saw the coinetrear of all royalties, and their carriage -- .38at rhjs evenin Paciflc tlme.
was last in the line of representatives j said D Ha,e At that Hme R wag
of foreign governments. It is doubtful ione degree above the horizoI1 and hasif so many people ever before were appearance of a hazy nebular star.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 20.- - -- Senaior
insert the Simmons amendment and
the long and short haul clause they
will permit the statehood bill to pass
and would vote against the objection-
able insurgent amendments. Bacon
and several other Democrats while
favoring statehood, declined service
on the steering committee.
The End in Sight.
Washington, May 20. The defense
in the Ballinger-Pincho- t investigation
rested this morning without calling
any further witnesses. Attorney
Rranileis nl nnro het?an the evamina.- -
tion of witnesses in rebuttal. It is
possible that the hearing will come
to a conclusion this afternoon.
Submission of evidence was ended
at 12:10.
gUULCULS 11 UCIU iltAL J l
and Saturday. Five hours will be giv-
en each side and within fifteen days
following each side will file a letter.
Judge Jenkins Confirmed.
Washington, May 20. The Senate
yesterday confirmed the nomination of
fromer Congressman John J. Jenkins
of Wisconsin, to be United States dis-
trict judge for Porto Rico.
SOCIALISTS
CHANGE FRONT
They Now Want to Admit
People Owning
Property
BID FOR BOERS' VOTES
Their Pledge in Future to Be
Aimed Only Against
Capitalists.
Chicago, May 20. An important
change was made in the construction
of the Socialist party in its congress
today, when a phrase in the pledge
of the party was changed from, "A
political party distinct and opposed
to all parties formed by propertied
classes," to read "by the capitalist
class." A heated debate preceded the
change. According to delegates who
favored the dhange, it was felt that
the words "propertied classes" would
be considered to include farmers. The
sentiment of the party at present is
said to favor the admission of farm-
ers. A committee was appointed to
consider "the farmer question," and
to report to the convention in 1912.
WIFE POISONER CONVICTED
AT SPOKANE, WASH.
Spokane, Wash., May 20. "Guilty
iha fircr rlpp-r- "nr-rl- in WAS
ihe verdict returned last night by the
jury at Colville, Wash., in the case of
George Pepoot on trial for poisoning
his wife at Northport, Wash., August
29, 1909.
Colonel James W. Willson, superin-
tendent and Cantain Eueene A. Loh-
man commandant of cadets. New
MeviPr. Militarv Institute, aire an- -
nounced as aides-de-cam- p on the staff
of his excellency, the governor, to
date from March 1. 1910.
All officers who are accountable for
property will make a special return of
same on May 31, 1910.
The attention of all concerned is
invited to section 7, chapter 70, Laws
of New Mexico, 1907, which reads as
Astronomers Say That They
Never Have Witnes-
sed The Like.
Carnegie Observatory. Calif., May
2u Virtually all the tail of Halley's
comet has passed into the evening
sky. What little remained above the
eastern horizon this morning, will
have disappeared during the next 21
hours. If the atmosphere is clear this
evening the head of the comet will
be easily visible to the naked eye soon
after sun down.
Never Witnessed Its Like.
Yerkes Observatory, Williams Bay,
Wis., May 20. Following the unex-
pected astronomical conditions that
prevailed when the tail of Halle vs
comet was plainly seen in the east, as- -
11 ullouuJ b L 1 ei kes onset dlOI weie
further bewildered by an apparition
across the face of the sun at noon-
time. A broad spectrum of light ex-
tending across and a considerable dis-
tance to each side of the sun ehal- -
lenged the attention of the observers.
Professor E. B. Frost, who first
sighted the phenomenon, said he had
never witnessed its like.
Moslems Quaking With Fear Spend
Night on Roofs.
Const ant inople, May 20. Most of
the" Moslems spent last night on the
roof to pass quaking fear at, the dis-
aster they believed to be impending
uu "a'" m 11 f l;u'"- - rd""'j"11"
were muted 80 thllt !he' 1111
expected cataiycisni togeui- -
f r.
Its Color Was Reddish.
Mount Wilson Observatory, Pasa-
dena fnl Mav 9ft fionrsrn Hale
The color was reddish but that would
not indicate anything because it was
dustB and fog from the ocean would
ikely aln the coloi.
.Sun ,s Grow.ng Spotted.
Washington May 20. A large
Luc buii a vibiuie uiac since yt&teiuay
noon, as shown by the daily solar
photograph taken by George E. Pet
ers of the United States naval ob- -
.
and in a position corresponding to a
rotational displacement of two days
from the sun's eastern limb. These
together with the large groups, ob-
served at the observatory during the
last week, which are also in the
southern hemisphere, it is stated,
form an unusual condition for this
period in the sun spot cycle.
DIVORCE IS NOT FOR
PUBLIC DISCUSSION.
At Least That is the Idea of the Pres-
byterian General Assembly at
Atlantic City.
Atlantic City, May 20. Elder
Charles H. Thompson, of Minneapolis,
treasuruer of the National Presbyter-
ian Brotherhood, today was named
of the general as-
sembly. The question of the attitude
of the Presbyterian church on mar- -
nH f,ivrf, wna fnrTnnllv li.rn- -
ed oyer tQ thg federal council of
'churches. The discussion of the
Question was halted by officials, who
stated their beief that the entire mat.
ter of divorce should be taken out of
the assembly discussion.
BRYAN TELLS WHAT
HE THINKS OF PEACE.
This Nation in Position to Be
Example to the Rest of
the World.
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., May 20. Wil-
liam J. Bryan arrived here today and
presented his ideas on peace methods
in the conference of international ar-
bitration. "Our nation is in better
position than any other of the rest of
... uuuUU . u uie Mdu, m si. jumes
street and Hyde Park they almost ov- -
erwhelmed the procession. Police and
soldiers had to fight to prevent the
lines being swept away by the crush.
There were many broken limbs and
other ininries Hi,nrtrt f 0r
fainted especially women who had
been standin for hours before
wight president, and Frank Owen,
F. W. BEACH IS THE BASER 'ST' rni,J 2s Smembers of the board, Arhtur Selig- -
man, Miss Seligman, Attorney andMountain Springs, Twelve Miles Mrs Davies H s Kaune and many
of Main? and Tanks .other well known Santa Feans, form-Include-
p(1 V'te a little group of interested
spectators at the display of needle- -
'work, painting in water color, print-Speci-to the New Mexican. --
ng egsay wrUing etc done by th(J
Alamogordo, N. M., May 20. The hoys and girls at the school.
Alamogordo Water Works Company, The Territorial Superintendent of
W. R. Eidson, general manager, has Instruction, Prof. J. E. Clark, also at--
so'.d out to the Alamogordo Improve- - tended the exercises which must have
ment Company for a consideration of possessed unusual interst for him, an
about $180,000. This deal gives the educator of children who enter school
the:fT0Up f SOla,r, sp?.tS haS forme.d ,n
iHUJ d uuiii-.r- .
directors are: E. Fletcher Ingals,
Charles L. Mix, Edwin B. Tuteur, John
M. Dobson, Frederick Tice, Philip L.
James, Julius Rosenwald, A. A.
Sprague, James E. Otis, Edward M.
Skinner, John M. Glenn, E. D. Rey-
nolds, John F. Wolff, James M. Blazer,
Victor Remey. The offices are at Chi-
cago, the New Mexico headquarters at
the Valmora ranch, at Watrous, which
has just been acquired by purchase
at master's sale, and the New Mexico
offices at East Las Vegas, E. D. Ray-nold- s
being the New Mexico agent.
Trade Marks Registered.
The Monte Vista Milling and Ele-
vator Company of Monte Vista, Colo-tod- ay
registered the following trade
marks in the office of Territorial Sec-
retary Nathan Jaffa: "Daisy," "Royal
Flush," "La Flor del Rio Grande,"
"Swastika," "Pansy," "Diamond," and
"Bobolink."
Santo DominQO Census Trouble Settled
The census trouble at Santo Domin-
go has been settled without calling out
the troops through the diplomacy and
of Superintendent Clinton
J. Crandall and Special Agent Elmer
Marsh, who held a pow-wo- last even-
ing in the census office with the gover-
nor and vice-govern- of Santo Do-
mingo. The last named promised not
only but help to enable
Enumerator Cyrus Dixon to complete
the census in quick time.
Higher Standard for Third Grade Ex-
aminations.
Gentlemen We have been sending
to your county for county examina-
tions in the past what we term "Class
B" third grade examination questions
and we have been requiring 45 per
cent as the average for third grade
license and that the lowest standing
in any one subject required for that
license should not. be less than 25. It
appears to us that it is now time for
us to advance the grade of the ques-
tions making them a little more diffi-
cult and to advance the minimum
standing to 35 and the average stand1
ing to 50. The third grade certificate
issued in New Mexico is far below
the average third grade license issued
in the states and we feel that we
should advance the standard of this
certificate year by year until we are
prepared to say that the certificate is
on a par with those issued elsewhere.
One of the great weaknesses of the
third grade teachers of your county is
the limited knowledge of the English
language. If you are to have four
weeks institute I trust that you will
urge every teacher of the third grade
class to attend this institute for the
full time. We must insist more vig-
orously than ever upon having the
children of the public schools taught
the English language in order that
they may carry on an ordinary conver-satio-
in that language. There are
thousands of children now in our pub-
lic schools who are not prepared to
do this and tine continuance of such
condition will prove decidedly com-
promising to our territory and is a re-
flection upon the work of the public
schools.
The department will instruct all
readers of examination papers to take
into consideration in reading these pa-
pers the evidence of the applicant's
knowledge of the English language
and if we find only a limited knowl-
edge of the English evidenced, we
shall feel disposed to deny the certifi-
cate whatever may be the grades se-
cured in the subjects covered by the
examination.
The department is confident that
every county superintendent wishes
to see the teaching corps of his coun
ty very rapidly improved; that it is
the desire of all who are treally inter
ested in the public schools that the
most competent teachers shall be plac-
ed in charge of the children.
l snail very mucn appreciate a
very frank letter from you comment
ing upon the plans proposed in the
foregoing.
Yours very respectfully,
J. E. CLARK,
- Territorial Superintendent Public In- -
struction.
National Guard Orders.
A. P. Tarkington, of Raton, Is ap
pointed captain in the National Guard
of New Mexico to date from
Captain Tarkington is placed on the
unassigned list.
In compliance with section 1, chap
ter lxjii, Laws of New Mexico, 1901,
The exercises were a revelation to
many who have believed that, speech
and hearing are necessary in learning
to write a clear hand, for the pupils
who had neither of these senses wrote
;on the blackboards in the presence of
j their audience and wrote with such
'clearness that many a university man
in the United States would be put to
'
shame.
j Art Display.
! Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaf-
fa, arrived at the institution shortly
before the exercises began Mr. Jaffa
practically took the place of the gov-jerno- r
who is member of the
board of trustees and who is out of
the city. Then came Samuel O. Cart- -
without serious handicaps.
Mr. Connor was assisted in showing
the work to the visitors by Miss Tu-- 1
ire Linkey, the matron of the school
nd the oral teachers, Mrs. Hazel Con-
nor, Miss Mamie Cool and Miss Myr-
tle Collatt. J. B. Burugardner, man-
ual teacher and instructor in the art
and industrial departments, also re-
ceived the guests and took pride in
showing the work of his printers who
run a little printing establishment and
print a paper called "The New Mexi-
co Progress," It is a neat little paper
filled with items about this school
and other schools of a similar charac-
ter.
The teachers and pupils received
many compliments from the visitors
on the display of work. It was noted
that in one of the essays, Hally's
comet was mentioned, showing how
wide-awak- e the pupils are even if they
cannot read the absurd stories that
are in circulation about this famous
heavenly visitor.
Exercises Begin.
Shortly after 10 a. m., the visitors
were admitted to the auditorium
where the commencement began. Su- -
intendent Connor sald a few words1
nf wplnnnip as follows- - "It gives me
great pleasure ladie8f and gentlemen.
to welcome you to our school today. I
'mifht stiv that tlhis Is not the best
,. t,.ar v,,. ,, co tl,
Alamogordo Improvement Compan
the city water and all belongings,
rag tVJ
FRANK W. BEACH.
One of the Stalwart Republican Lead--
ers in the Legislature of 1907, Who
Has just Closed Important Deal.
twelve miles of mains to the mountain
c
procession passed.
Deeply Impressive Service. j
London, May 20. The services at
St. George's chapel were deeDlv im-- 1
- - i
pressive. As the minute guns boom-
ed and the bells tolled, the casket was
borne on the shoulders of grandier
guards and was placed on purple
catafalque before the altar which was
fairly buried in the floral pieces. The
Lord Chamberlain and Lord Steward
took positions at the right of the
catafalque. King George as chief
mourner stod at the head of the cas- - j
ket. There was a moment of profound t
silence, then the archbishop of Canter-
bury and the bishop of Winchester
advanced to the casket. The choir
chanted "Man That is Born of Wo-
man," and the congregational recited
the Lord's grayer, the low rumble of
many voices being accompanied by
Gounod's music. Thj service of the
Church of England was fol'o.ved
throughout. The archbishop of Can-
terbury pronounced the solemn bene-
diction after which, with ths bishop
of Winchester, he knelt before the al- -l' a moment oi siieiu prayer Asit "SJ arose, we nin was oruKeit.Ttp procession withdrew from the i
" pei. ine noay ot rung aw,ra
vil remain before the altar ".ater to
an a permanent rest m;j place in tae i
tulB nous3 in. tne Amen ;
wt",i;1 cnapej.
FEAR OF COMET
DRIVES WOMAN MAD.
Almost at the same hour Mrs. Viola
follows:
Section 7. Section 2 of chapter 116 Santa Ana, Cal., May 20. Fear of
of the acts of the legislative assembly the comet made one woman mad
of the Territory of New Mexico, 1905, here and drove another to attempt
is hereby amended by adding thereto suicide after she had tried to mur-th- e
following provision: der her two children.
"Provided, That every member of Raving that the world was about to
the National Guard shall be exempt be destroyed, Mrs. Delia Marknalder
from jury service in the courts of this was brought into court before a
provided, he shall furnish acy commission and was adjudged in-th- e
certificate of his immediate com sane.
springs, tanks, etc., F. W. Beach, gen- - ,g actually working, nor the best oc-er-
manager for the Improvement cagion for you tQ judge of their traln.W. T. Van Brunt viceCompany, and , The B WQrk un(Jer stTange
president of the Improvement Com-- , conditions at exercises like these and
pany, met W. R. Eidson here last consequently there ls that disadvan.
inigllt- - tage to be met. The best time to see
.the pupils is when they are in the
WANT TO ELIMINATE school for then it is they do work
POLITICS FROM BOARDS, without that consciousness tttiat at- -
tends a commencement exercise. .
'
St. Louis, May 20 The elimination "I suppose you know that in addl-o- f
politics in the appointment of state tion to this building we have an In--
governing boards of charitable institu- - dustrial School nearby. In it we teach
tions was strongly advocated during the pupils the useful trades, such as
the discussion of the administration of printing, carpentry work and so on
homes for the poor and unfortunate, and the girls learn housekeeping, sew-befor- e
the general session of the na-- ing, needlework and other useful arts.
tional conference of charities and
correction today. (Continued on Page Six.)
manding officer that he has performed
the duties required of him as required Fastenum of Anaheim gave her two the powers, to be an example in lead-b- y
his enlistment." children doses of concentrated lye ing nations into trie paths of peace,"
Each officer of the National Guard and drank some herself. All three he said. The conference ad'opted res-o-f
New Mexico will report, by letter, are at the point of death. Mrs. Fast- - olutions in sympathy with the pro-t- o
tfhe adjutant general, the date of enum' said the comet was sure to de-- posed church World's Peace League
his birth in order that same may be stroy the earth and everything with and providing for a committee to
in the new roater which it and she wanted herself and chil- - operate in the celebration of the cen-i- s
being prepared. dren to escape a fiery death. tury of peace with Canada in 1914.t
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the daily round OP. J
THE COMET.
:i!l'Um in the New York( W. ,l
Did VVhaat
Imperial
Jersev Cream
Pansy
Bobolink
I null ill i mi ill iiininiiiimiiilt mm iIiim i ma i) Jy Nbii
ByLydiaE.Pmkham'sVeg
etabte Compound Slimmer Shoes
For Young MenAlsoVAPIFTY FRESH YEAST Chicago, 111. :'I want to tell you
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound did for me. I was so sick
that two of the best doctors in Chicago Perfect Jit that means comfort
said I would die if I did not have an
.
- .. T 1 1 '
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
World.)
Oh sa.
Tlii- comet is coming this way
Wiili a nfl
Like well.
Like a motor car,
Bus it won't jar
Vs a little bit.
And we'll lie just as fit
After our sassy bath
As if nv wern't in the path
Of a comet ,
But say.
We've sot every day
Things all around us
That will pound us
Haider ihan forty comets,. See?
And by gee!
It's them to be afraid of.
It's them to tackle quick
The stuff that they are made of
Will make a comet sick.
Don't bother about the comet,
Don't let it set your mind
Distracted from the evils
Of much more serious kind
That every day are with us,
And yet we seem to think
A comet has more power
To put us on the blink,
By gum!
It isn't the comet
Will put us on the bum-M- ind
that now!
Wow!
and coolness custom style that
gives a' smart, dressy effect.
r eJgWinter Grocery Co.
operation, i nuu
already had two
operations, a n d
they wanted me to
go through a third
one. I suffered day
and night from in-
flammation and a
small tumor, and
never thought of
seeing a well day
again. A friendtold me how Lydia
K. Pinkham's Veg
You are sure or getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of r$4G0Telephone No. 40f Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
etable Compound had helped her. and j
I tried it. and after the third bottle
was cured." Mrs. Alvexa Spkklixg, j
1408 Gybourne Ave., Chicago, 111.
If you are ill do not drag along at iCALL IMP SEE F0R YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Regal quarter-size- s insure you an exact fit, whatever your foot-leng- th
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
SELIGMAN BROS
9LJ
home or m your piace oi employment
until an operation is necessary, but
build up the feminine system, and re-
move the cause of those-distressin- g
aches and pains by taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs.
Tor thirty years it has been the stan-
dard remedy for female ills, and has
positively restored the health of thou-sands-of
women who have been troubled
with displacements, inflammation, ul-
ceration "fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizzi-
ness, or nervous prostration. Why
don't you try it?
Diamonds, Watches. Olocfes
lewelry, Silverware, Deco-
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.
.d!9&iS3BnS&!9BKXM fBB8BaWfjtjMjlW
'
Li fh m&. jgSim ffl fssa
ITV TOpjCSmimin
Died From Dose of Headache Powd-
ers A. T. Cooper died at Artesia
from taking a dose of headache powd-
ers.
Marriage License Issued At Las
Vegas yesterday a marriage license
was issued to Estefauita Padilla and
Miguel Minz.
Trained Nurse Thrown From Horse
Miss Tillie Swanson, a trained
nurse at Las Vegas, was thrown from
her horse yesterday and sustained in-
ternal injuries that are serious.
Broke Quarantine Mr. and Mrs. J.
M. Hoopingarner, were hauled before
a justice of the peace at Albuquerque,
for leaving the detention . hospital
when under quarantine for smallpox.
They were reprimanded.
Wedding at Las Vegas Rev.
Adrian Rabeyrolle at Las Vegas yes-
terday united in marriage, Miss Jewel
Sheehan, stenographer to District
Clrek Secundino Romero, and Virgil
Wolf, a Santa Fe railway fireman.
Santa Fe Railway Pays $2,000 Dam-
ages Mrs. Sofia R. Romero of Las
Vegas has been paid $2,000 by the
Santa Fe railway as damages for the
violent death of her husband, Sabino
Romero, near Dillon, Colfax county.
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER Denver, Colo., May 20. The
forecast is generally fair to- -
night and Saturday with sta- -
V tionary temperature.
Barn Burned Near Stanley The
barn of Bail Hunt near Stanley was
burned to the ground this week, being
set on fire, it is reported, by his small
son playing with matches.
New Postmaster for Stanley As-
sistant Postmaster George R. Camp
has been appointed postmaster at
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
AND ONION SETS, ALL FRESH SEEDS.
FRANK F. GORMLEY
Stanley, southern Santa Fe county,!
upon recommendation of Delegate W. jMust Serve Thirty Days Pedro's
w'Delgado has been sentenced to thirty
G KN" KRA L M K ROHAN HI SE
436 CANONKOAl19PHONEBLACK
ii mv.L&$ hXl!f I
1
'pi&jJHM-P- ?
H. Andrews.
From 38 to 65 Degrees The weath-
er was again partly cloudy with local
showers in this vicinity yesterday.
The mercury ran from 38 to 65 de-
grees, the maximum having been
reached at :!:20 p. in. The relative
humidity was i I per cent. A year ago
today the maximum was 5S and the
minimum 40 degrees with thunder
days in jail at Las Vegas, because
while drunk he circulated the report
that Felix Garcia had stolen a sum of
money from him when as a matter of
fact Delgado had spent it for booze.
Died in Santa Fe Station E. L
Meynaid who came to Raton from
Swink, Colorado, died at the Gate City
depot of the Santa Fe yesterday after
buying a ticket for a Colorado point.
He is the second person to die in a
Santa Fe depot in Xew Mexico this
week.
It is a Way the Ladies Have "The
If you will "Tackle" our fisliing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable hardware.
MULLIGAN & RISING storms.
Four Death at Albuquerque The
Albuquerque Tribune-Citize- n reported
j four deaths in the Duke City yester- - If it's Hardware hard'arcoIS We have it 'honePhoneB No.14. No. 14,San Miguel countv court house isiud- - --virs. .losema uan-wi- , dgeu iu
'ears; Mrs. Lillian Wickham, aged 22coming to be regarded as a nialri-- !
monial agency. Miss .lulell Sheehan, par; C. A. Closson, a mining man,
who was yesterday married to Vir- - aGd 00 'ears and lsidro Nedreno,
SUCCESSORS TOJ. D. MULLIGAN
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
l,Aj;,HT 130 RED 125
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE.
git woit, is the nttli woman employed - , WHOLESALE
AND RETAILploye who died of blod poison OO1there to be married during the lire
Screened RATONYANKEECERRILLOS Lump
sent county administration. The off-
icials say they are going to make any
young women who are employed at
the court house in the future sign
an agreement not to marry for four
years from the date of their employ-
ment. The legality of such a contract
is questioned." Las Vegas Optic.Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithii g Coal. Steam Coal.
- Sawed Wood and Kindling.
iontkzuma avenue TAPITAI TOAT YARDiear A. T. & 8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85 Telephone 85
Halley's Comet Still Brings Disaster
A traveling man from California,
and who 's registered at the Palace
brills the sad news that a woman in
San Diego has been driven to nervous
prostration over Halley's comet. It
appears that she has been somewhat
nervous anyway and her trouble was
aggravated by the news that some
half wilted "scientists" tiad
piedicted disaster for the earth some
time in May. The lady took the stor-
ies to heart and now is in a serious
condition. Reports were brought
here today that some people at Tesu-qu- e
have also been much alarmed ov-
er the prospective visit of Halley's
friend to the earth and that the dogs
All kinds of Garden and Fi Id Seeds.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin-
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb
ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself iemand anAbst nict Po you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property whleh vou now own?
Abstracts of Title, Tut: CANTA EE ARQTQJIPT 'BmHj & Insu- -
have been heard to bark a great dealLEO HEKH ling sound or imperfect hearing audi- - nihf nvpr t)lp rnmpt
SOLE AGENTS FOR
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Salt aii Seefls
One canine
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
Fnrnishftfl hv unmn i l nuuiunui. raneeis said to lhave a peculiar curvedmark on his back and some say it
comes from his gazing too much at
the comet and barking in the wee
small hours of the night.
,r
Catron Block Santa Fe, N, M Tel Blacb 76
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE inIf you want anything on eartli try
4. New Mexican Want Ad piAMowpo h. C. YONTZ watche
the result, and unless the inflamma-
tion can be taken out and this tube re-
stored to its normal condition, hear-
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca-
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam-
ed condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Sold by all druggistd, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
MANUFACTURER QP
fys Tested and U
tttlsd by Up-t- 4
MEXICAN FILIGREE
JEWELRY
Right Price
Right Goods
Right Servieo
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF
NAVAJO BLANKETS AT Oate Methods
FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Telephone Mo 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
f
V THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
No Need to Cut. S . E. Corner of Plaza.
Cut Glass, China and Silverware r
345 San Franeloco St. SADiTA FE, N. rA. $
ZOOK!ICE CREAM at PHARMACYODA
uy; Specialty - Sook's "poot mssy
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DANGER IN DELAY- -
WhKidney Diseases Are Too Dangerousfor Santa Fe People to Neglect en
BIG CONFERENCE
OH CWIS a cigar
New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Weit Point of th Southwest
Army OQxers Ijctailfd t,y War Departmeni
Army Inspectors RANK SCH('(). IN CLASS
"A."
burns on
The great danger or K?ey Troubles
is that they get a firm hold before
the sufferer recognizes them. Healtn
is gradually undermined. Backache,
headache, nervousness, lameness,
soreness, diabetes and Brighfs dis-
ease, follow in merciless succession.
Don't neglect your kidneys. Cure the
kidneys with the certain and safe
Philanthropists Are Approa-
ching Greater Uniformity
in Their Aims throw it arcuy h((it's spoilt. You imdon't ct the fMwjremedy, Doan's Kidney Pills, which WhAiMWt
nroner aroma
GIVIDED INTO TWO GLASSES;
Those Who Pity Poor and Those
Who Hate Injus- -
has cured people right here in Santa
Fe.
Albino Ortega, College Street, San-
ta Fe, N. M., says: '"I am very grate-
ful for the benefit I have received
you smoke. Unless HV ;'
you nave an exact M
Through Academic course, young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatioi, of ,700
'eet above sea level, evt-r- v Jay. tut
tttiti rain or snow during session.
Eleven Oflicers and Instructors, all gradu-
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished. hatdd. light
edjand modern lp all respects.
REUENTS E. A. Cahoon, President, W
(i, nainllo,i, Vice Presideii;; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flnlay
For particular" nl IHustratefl catalogue
address. '
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
3f
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s
tice.from Doan's Kidney Pills. For sev-- j
eral years I had trouble from my
back and kidneys. It was hard for;
proportion of wrap--
Per anc filler, the fjtobacco grows rank, wktkwrSt :.
3 i nat s why iz 3 so inpor-- mw
St. Louis, Mo., .May 20. Jane
Addams, head of the Hull House Settle-
ment, at Chicago, and president of the
conference, in her address expressed
the opinion that philanthropists are
approaching greater uniformity in
their aims, their studies and their
methods of dispensing charity.
act wrkmnnsblr: W' .i
.1 teas wny you must jiave
Superintendent.a fang filter n you wane a vUtW.n.:?,.,
c;vv I nr .iwmhns
me to do work on account of pains
across my loins and quick movement
aggravated my trouble. My rest was
disturbed by a too frequent desire to
the kidney secretions and the pass-
ages were scanty and painful. Public
statements given by local people who
had used Doan's Kidney Pills with
benefit, induced me to try them. I
found relief right away and by the
time I had used one box my back was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
in a normal condition and I feel de-
cidedly better in every respect. I
have great faith in the curative pow-
ers of Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's
and take no other.
r.2--- y r e
mat mam
express
t
Dividing the great body of philan- -
thropists into two groups, the eharit- -
able, actuated by "pity for the poor," .
and the radicals, first by "hatred of ;
injustice," Miss Addams declared that
both are coming to realize that the
world needs a certain power of com-- 1
p;i psion in our social atmosphere. j
"Sheer experience in the complex-- 1
ity of life has at last unit" both j
groups in sentiment as well as in con- - j
vie! inn," said Miss Addams. ."The
negative policy of relieving des;i ir.ici ;
o,' even the more generous one of pre- -
'eic.ing it, is giving way to tlv iosi- -
tut idea of raising life to its high- - ,
'
est value.
"If at times, the- normal fire seems
lencralh is well-ma- de it is re ell -- hiended, it v I
. . , . .... ' . r Express forwarders
TOburns evenly ana it testes ngni ns(iit to tlitir'cif is mild rd '::! ran:end. Th.e 1c
because it hsr-hocr- . lie WoiAll farts of twin- - nar.'.:If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad. t F.HCi',; it. in ,'i'y ci-;:- l
fVvOu The. CiL!icu:.c- :j Ptrfscto b "'
K nilx 1 z::..,c.$1 Tclephor.e Mcin JiiCrj Dc-.v.-.- Cel.
Sttvc Money and convenience ty Purchasing Wells i argo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELED'
MONEY ORDEFS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER b.
to be dying out of the good old words i
relief and charity, it has undoutedly
filled with a new warmth certain
words which belong distinctively to
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
It K II CO Jf'TJ
our own times; such words as preven-- .MASONIC. tion, amelioration and social justice."
Payable Tiirougfojat the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH .bis heart burning within him, he cries
aloud, 'and the saints in heaven for
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ular communications
first Monday of eac)
J. 0. BARNES. Aoent
Miss Addams declared that the
charitably inclined person seeking leg-
islation must, to be effective, be armed
with more than sentimental zeal; they
must appear as man of science, armed
with statistics to support their pleas.
Speaking of women who must sup-
port themselves and children, Miss
Addams said that when the woman
was unable to do so, the state furnish
tj month a Masonic ha
at 7.30 , m.
H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master. LIVERYALAN K. McCORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter No. X,
oral examination covering experience
and personal qualifications, with the
weight of five.
"Last year we addressed 187 em-
ployers of labor in private business as
to the methods used by them in the
selection of employes and were sur-
prised to find how nearly they approx-
imated our own. The aim of the civil
service commission is in every way to
make the public service approximate
the efficiency of private service. Ex-
aminations, of course, of themselves
do not produce applicants and results
can be no better than the sources of
supply, so in Illinois the civil service
commission has made successful ef-
forts to have training schools estab-
lished for the equipment of persons
who expect to enter the public service.
"What I have said about conditions
in the institutions of Illinois under the
"old spoils system' is true in other
R. A. M. Regular con
bearing, and yet bidding me not to
forbear.
"If we compare our time with his,
we will admit that although the great
still tread down the little, and the
strong beat down the weak, that the
cruel are at last becoming afraid of
public opinion, that kind men are
more daring in their schemes of alle-
viation than they used to be, that wise
men are at last learning to regard
human sympathy as one source of
wisdom, and in that sense, at least,
are more solic itous. We. do not ven-
ture to say whether or not the saints
in heaven forbear, but we are very
certain that no saint upon earth could
forbear in the presence of contempor-
aneous social and industrial condi-
tions, and whether saint or sinner, we
Pino Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horsesvocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. an u
ed home for the young ones. If the
children are to be boarded, the speak-
er asked, why not with their moth-
ers?
"Many illustrations,'' said Miss
Addams, "are possible of social ad-
vances due to sanitary science push-
ed by the charitable, but for our pur-
pose, nothing illustrates this more
rapidly and graphically than the
changes arising from the movement
to control and eradicate tuberculosis.
none
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
When in Weed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
LUU1 IU ivxuuuaj iu .uK
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 d. m. RATES RIGHT.all know that the conditions can only
be made more righteous and more hu-- j states as well, where that system still
man bv the increasing devotion of ! Prevails."
jWe can quite honestly instance the
j demand for a more generous feeding
jot the healthful members or the fani-Jil- y
which is arising from 'he proper
i feeling of the tuberculosi.s patient."
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder. SSONDon Caspar Avenuei countless generations of men.
i "The English economists and phil-
S39E2335
THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
Centralizing Charities.
St. Louis, Mo., May 20. Rather a
clear note in favor of a central govern-
ing board in each state for the state's
charitable and correctional institu-
tions was sounded by Dr. Max E.
Witte, superintendent of the Hospital
for the Insane at Clarinda, la., before
the National Conference of Charities
and Correction, here this morning.
"It is not my purpose to criticise
separate boards for different state in-
stitutions, as such," said Dr. Witte,
"but I do find fault with the system.
The aim and endeavors of these spe-
cial boards may be of the best, yet
their work lacks unity and a dominant
purpose. It lacks an integral relation
with the work of other institutions
and above everything else, it is vastly
more expensive and a burden to the
commonwealth. Since power is most
effective when centralized, it appears
to me that the ideal individual mana-
ger would not be found of such vast
mental structure to wield it wisely and
well. A board of say, three members,
is perhaps, on the whole, safer.
"That institution best discharges its
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.
The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A Mv 8ERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.
Santa Fe, N. M. Catron Block
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the sec-
ond and iourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome. A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-
ing Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
.JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Miss Addams asserted that an obli-
gation rests upon the charity and cor-uctio- n
people to discovei how many
of their burdens come to them as the
the result of social neglect, remedial
incapacity, and a lack of industrial
safeguards. She instanced an Ameri-
can white lead factory where she said
every workman is discharged at the
end of three months, not for faulty
work, but to prevent the men from de-
veloping lead poisoning.
'This is, of course, cheaper than
to employ examining physicians or to
install safeguards," commented the
speaker. She told of a pottery factory
where she said men are chiefly engag-
ed who are already afflicted with tu-
berculosis and cancer, because know-
ing they have but little time to live,
they do not protest against the fate of
lead poisoning.
"Three hundred years ago, John
Ball, looking out over England, tells
us that he saw 'the great treading
down the little, the strong, beating
down the weak, and cruel men fearing
not, and kind men daring not, and
wiser men caring not,' and then, with
anthorpists have started a crusade
against destitution; the most interpid
of revolutionists are those who have
been stung into revolt by the poverty
and degradation of Russia's peasants;
the Social Democrats of Germany are
three and a half million men, vowed
to the destruction of poverty! What
part shall Amercia take in this inter-
national crusade of the compassionate?
In this standing army of 'humanity'
self pity is suddenly mobilized for a
new conquest."
Politics and Charity.
St. Louis, Mo., May 20. The use
of employes of state charitable insti-
tutions by party managers in political
campaigns was severly rapped by W.
B. Moulton,, president of the Illinois
state civil service commission, in an
address before the National Confer-
ence of Charities and Correction here
this morning. Mr. Moulton cited sev-
eral cases of the abuse of political
power and the misuse of charitable in-
stitutions in his own state, prior to the
adoption of the merit system in such
service. specific function,
which brings the
2 C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under ditch, 40 00 to $75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, S0.00 to S175 00 per acre. These areideal homes ready for you.
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
erpatpst mpasiivp of helii to thp srreat
ilc,,v,uo w uiC irnaec ""est number in need of it. That sys- - j
j service law, said Mr. Moulton, tne tem Qf instiUltions is most efficientinstitutions were used in every pos-- , whichand heljjful tQ thg gtatej accom.
sible way to carry the districts m ulishps lhe effective operation of its
which they were situated. Employes special institutions with the least ex- -SPECIAL CASH OFFER KANOHKS, We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- -IjAR(4E eminent land. We have irrigation enter- -ANH prises, needing capital. Moneyed men are
SMALIj invited to correspond with us.
RANCH KS.
LA R)EAND
SMALL.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HE4R FROM YOU,PIANOS
were assessea ior tne expense 01 ueai-- , 1)endiUire of energy, which sees to it
ly every local or general campaign. that there ig no .lost nlotion. whichKankakee and Lincoln were typical as j directg the work of the several institu.
; institutions used for political pur-- , tiong to & harmonious vvhoie, ja order
poses. At Kankakee during elections, tnat the conimonweaIth be better serv--.
the hospital bands and most of the inxheseed thereby indications, my
i employes were likewise engaged in ' mInd can ,be, and as a matter of per- -
the political contest. It could hardly gonal exi)erience, are actually best
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
Si.
be expected that any institution coum me(. by t,K, central governing board
make much advancement under such ; having dominion over all the charit- -
conditions. The appointments were ab)e and correctional institutions of
generally made, not with the idea that tne gtate Tne memlership of such a
j the man would fit the office, so much board shQuld be ag small ag I)0SSibie,
as that the office should be made to fit of CQurse consisting of an odd numberthe man. Even here they often failed. tQ avoid deadlocks wnich might null- -For instance, we found the landscape lfy efflciency. Politics, religion, pre- -gardener at one place to be a local but-- vioug Qr pr0Spectlve servitude to the
cher, who knew much about land--as that he should not have voice
scape gardening as he did about dress- - ln sele;tion
The New Mexican Printing com-
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus-
tices of the peace. They are especial-
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur-
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printedin full on the first page. The pages
are 10 inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civdl and 320 pages
criminal. To inLoduce them they are
offered at the following prices
Civil or Criminal $2.75
Combined Civil and Criminal 4.0C
For 45 cents additional for a slngln
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be 6ent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed beading is wanted.
S
We will give you a receipt for double the amount
FOR TEN DAYS ONLY
Pay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00
" 25.00 " 50.00
" 15.00 " " 30.00
Oar Prises are tha lowest New Yoris Prices.
EYLES MUSIC CO.
malting, it was not possime to mam- - Tnat cau divorced fromtain discipline in such institutions aa . P"tVCB is no longer a theorysubordinates were usually in posses- - but an established tact, an existing
,sion of such influence that superin- - condition in some states.tendents could not discipline or re--
'move them." j Early Treatment for Insane People.
j "The Illinois civil service commls- - St. Louis, Mo., May 20. Early treat-sio- n
makes use of both oral and writ- - ment of insane people was emphasized
ten examinations in the choice of can- - as of utmost importance by Dr. Albert
didates to fill positions in the state Warren Ferris, president of the New
When you are in a hurry and want
a good outfit come here for single or
double
LIVERY.
Good-lookin- healthy horses and
fine carriages are here and subject to
your order. "We want your business
in the livery line and will appreci-
ate it.
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red.
institutions. The examination consists York State Commission in Lunacy, be- -
of a paper on the applicant's concep- - fore the National Conference of Char- -
tion of the duties of the position and ities and Correction here this morn-it- s
relation to the field of charities, Ing.All Popular Sheet M,usic. East Side Plaz i with a weight of three: an inspection Dr. Ferris said in part: "The
and report upon an institution assign- -
ed, with the weight of two; and an (Continued on Page Six.)
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aSTA i'E sew Mexican R. J. PALEN, President,
L, A, HUGHES,
J. B. IEAD, Cashier.
FRAKK MAE, Assistant tastier
Sane people are opposed to the pro- - j
posed prize fight in California on July
4, but on general principles and not j
because it is slated for a national hoii- - j
PREACHING THE SIMPLE LIFE.
From all sides commencement and
other oraiors are preaching the simple
life thesi- - iiraduaiina; days and are put-tin- s
out to and girls and their
parents i hat there is more nobility
in hand laimr than there in in schem-
ing, and that the calling of laborer is
honorable as that of promoter. Even
a tariff speech, Representative E. L.
TING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.
Secretary-Treasure- r 111
OF SANTA FE.
fhe QJd-es- Banking institution in
New Maxica. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided
THE NEW MEXICAN PRIN
aAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Entered as Second Class Matter
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier 25
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
Daily, per month, by mail 65
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
The New Mexican is the oldest new
every postoffice in the Territory, and
among the intelligent and progress
GOOD BANKING LAWS. j
Xew Mexico has bank-- ,
W law although Improvements in cer- -
tain details are 'already beiug planned j
transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money tratismiting agency public or
private.. Interest allowed on time deposits at the ra;e of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' .tire. i Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestocK' and products.
The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
c1 and aims to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects,
2 as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
for submission to the next legislative jhave recognized the possibility of dis-
assembly. It must also be remember-- i regard of Indian rights through en-e- d
that "the best law' will not adiiiiuis- - eroatfhments of the white man. These
ter itself and that much of its efficacy have contended that the real offender
depends upon the bank examiner, j should be punished.
New Mexico, fortunately, in the per-- j "The conservatism of the latter
son of Traveling Auditor Charles V. class has been justified by subsequent
Safford, has a bank examiner who is j reports that absolutely no trouble
more than a whole code of bank- - curred at Taos, where the Pueblo In-in- g
laws in himself and in conse-- : dians continue their life of peace ami
quence there has been no failure of industry.
any bank under territorial supervision show that the Pueblo ln-fo- r
many years. As to the inefficiency dians observe strictly the rights of the
rf rmtinriQl liQ n 1.-- i n o- lvi; TO fOVOl' Cet-- iltio-n- whitd unttlfit- - anr? nnlr d am II (1
3xru njTJijxnjxarirLru-Lr- ' - inj-i- nnjxnjnru
THEtain indirect evasions, the New YorkCommercial speaks as follows: i
'With our loose system of over 7,000
indenendent national banks there is no
possibility of an official supervision
which will make regulation effective.
Evasion of the law is easy, its detec-iliev- e
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,
e of the Best Hotels in the Westtion is difficult, and its prevention is
impossible where the disposition to 'outside has proclaimed them such,
'
evade exists. There are evasions at Xew Mexic()- - Perhaps, does not appre-al- lC0CT 0F UVNG TO RAILROADS
now and oiaU' tne stpad" tireless work thattimes, which come to light pi, v,w Tovi., i h, rPi.,t of
Cuisine and
Table Service
Uuex celled
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
''hvJr AMERICAN AND1tlP JVmmw-$t&&- - F EUROPEAN PLAN
then where they result in trouble. Or- -'
riinnrilv thpv tro on unobserved ana
are readily concealed. The limitation
upon loans, the prohibition of overcer-tificatio- n
of checks and the reserve
requirements are constantly evaded
, ,;,,,,. lwith enure sarety aim
most ot necessity. !a
"Real estate operations in
western states, especially changes in
the holding of farm hinds, have direct- -
ed attention of late to an expansion
of loans which is to be accounted tor
only by the use of real estate security,
National banks are not authorized to
loan on such security aim can uo au
only by evasion of the law. They aie
not supposed to do so to any large ex-- ,
direct security nf TllOT't- - 'tent on the
gages on real estate deposited with
tneni. That would be a direct viola- -
at the Santa Fe Postoffice. as
Daily, ix months by mail .$3.75 in
i
Weekly, per year . 2.00 i..
Weekly, six mor.th3 1.00 ! to
Weekly, per quarter ?:" j
SANTA FE COUNTY.
spaper in Xew Mexico. It Is sent to
has a large and growing o'rculatj.) j
ive people of the Southwest.
t AH!",
4-- ;, to
outbreak occurred, it might be justi- -
tied by some injury to the Indians or
disregard to his rights.
"A few have been more just. They
thar ,!heil. (nvn rll,hls be as consistent- -
,y regarded. In this they deserve pro- - j
tection. This they will doubtless re- - j
ceive from the government. They j
should receive more. a justification
before American readers that will re- -
them of unjust accusations based)
on inaccurate information.
1)anlI)hlpr1)V Kdward W. Harden
in which he gives facts and figures to (In
prove that the cost of living has in-- '
i . j ,iui .a.i.uau "
to a greater extent than t their em- -
in,.0 w uw.-- ti.ot fB,tm.,t cnr
legislation has added $20.0(10,00(1
year to the cost of operating the
laUiUttUS 111 Llie CUUIlll. lllctl UlAilllUU
hag incmise(1 55 p(r CMlt the last ten
yeargi ,nat locomotives which ten
yen-- nfi)) nQW cost ?20.
((() thU th(? n,ice of frejsnt cars jjas j
jncreased from ??(l0 to ?u00j and that
wlle wases are miich higher the time
,mA amomt ot abor given by each em.
lo ave Ulneu ess
' Votatiu Qiit hol" .......
said, in brief, of the cost of new cap
ital that the average interest rate on
bonds has shown moderate
No one who gives the subject ser-- !
w wrnnv nan nvnm Tne none nsinn
- ; ; ;;" ";llltll Llie idliHtijs Ul lilt l llllt-H- oiaira
have been affected by the increased
i''"", uiat uiey are suDject 10 a vaneiv
of influences tending to increase the
current cost of their existence which
do not affect the individual.
The town of Springer is ap-
parent ly on the verge of a boom. This it
town has known but little change for
many years, but the events of the last
three years point to new things. Irri
gation plants are being developed that
will add $N,()mi,iHHUi0 to tne value or
lands near Springer. The resultant
annual income from these new lands
will be not less than $3,200,000.00 per
annum. It means new life for the
town of Springer, and from a little
western town she should grow to one
of the best cities in the Territory,
Signs of new life are apparent in the
organization of a Commercial Club,
that is taking hold with energy.
Streets are being cleaned and improv- -
ed as never before. The town council
is with the Commercial
Club in plans for the future. Every- -
thing is in harmony and moving on.
Householders have caught the infec- -
tion, and private property is beiug put
in order. There will be thousands of
dollars expended in the right place this
year. A new church is planned the
Commercial Club pushing religion as
well as finance. The Reform School,
which is the first. Territorial institu- -
tion to come to Springer, is being run
in a thoroughly sound and satisfactory
way. And all things point to a com- -
ing city.
CcmiriGdicus Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.
day. If the Fourth is deemed an ap-
propriate day for children to contract
lockjaw by playing with fireworks and
pistols, there can be no moral objec-
tion to two brutes battering out for
each other the modicum of brains each
may possess.
The pa' roll of the coal mines at
Dawson Colfax county, Hiis week
amounts to $100,000. Wouldn't such
a payroll make tlhings hum in Santa
Fe?
It is Important for You to Know
The news of Santa Fe for the city is
the capitol of the Territory and mat-
ters of great importance are trans-
acted in this city Hence the wide
awake man or woman reads Santa
Fo's daily newspaper. Subscribe at
once for the New Mexican if you
haven't your name already on the roll.
wood's hack urn
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Boue ds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound crain and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way Good covered hack and. good
teams.
Thine dene to 3.alce 3P..e
eenget coro.forta.cle.
FARE Trip $5.00
ilPEBUL LAUNDRY
For Best Lauodry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Return Thursday H,nd Friday.
AGENCY" at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs PO. BROWN Aeent
Phone No' 23 Red
KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i3 year? the onlyfirst class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW FITCH
TREATMENT
s guarantee to cure, (not only
relieve, Dtadruff, fallict' hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
carry a c jmplete iine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIOE, DE LUXE QUININE &
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
l
4 jKK .aim.
1 & o
G ROGERS
'Where prices are lowest
for safe quality
One Resolution to Make
Wbat other 1910 Resolu
tion you may rutkf
Resolve now that you will
trade at KAUNE & CO. the
coming year. It is a resolu-
tion in your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos-
sible prices,
Think it over isn't KAUNE
& Co, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.
H. S. KAUNE
& COMPANY
PHONE 2H
i L Li 111
$150,000
Profit 80.000
ui.nxixixijux.ann
HOTEL
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENU E
HOTEL
J. E. LACOME;
Proprietor
FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION
vuk uuu juu mil UUl 11UIG IV
Our increasing patronape Is thebest proof that we merit yours.
G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
WW!. GREGG Prop.
tCTS
75c "
30c "
I5c "
65c ter rjound and un
of the OH Cart.
railway ation of the law. But they can loan up-- ;
ed upward tendency mon a. substitute form of security which f en years, and that the opm- -has real estate liens behind it, or they ;
'on ot the most competent judges iscan deposit their funds at a liberal
or! this tendency w,l continue in therate of interest with state banks Hate future Interest on monetrust companies which loan them di. j
required to keep the rail- -imperativelyrectlv upon real estate. t of the demands
"It" is said that a good deal of this is upon
'them must, ot course, be included indone, and that in some cases men m wnt if- posts thu rnilwii.v ro live
Hamilton of Michigan, abandoned the
back to the farm" slogan long enough
sav:
' tvw years ago boys wore out j
their father's old clothes made over!
according to a neighborhod pattern;1
now they have to have store clothes:
and socks to match their neckties ana j
college yell. i
"A man used to be considered well '
off if he kept a horse and buggy; now;
he has to have an automobile if he has
mortgage the place to get it. The
average business man does business
with a telephone at one ear, a stenog-
rapher at: each elbow, a telegraph of-
fice next door, a wireless station with-
in easy reach, an automobile at the
door and before many years he will
want a flying machine to avoid the1
crush in the street below."
At the same time,, former Mayor
Rook waiter of Indianapolis in speak-
ing of the Winona Technical Institute,
pointed the way by insisting in man-
ual training and domestic science as
the cures of today's ills:
"The average American boy is get- -
ting to think it is dishonorable to
work with his sleeves rolled up. It's
almost the same way with the girls. I
hope 1o see established at Winona a
department of domestic science,
' " prepared to marry
ablp ,0 bml lard w,thout burn"anf
ms
WHY NOT GIVE CREDIT?
Few men are heroes in their home
communities until after all the world
Andrews is doing for his con- -
stituency, but people on the outside
'
a film fntlnwin letter received by
'.Delegate Andrews from a Chicago
banker proves:
Hon. W. H. Andrews, Member of Con
gress, Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir I very much appreciate
'.
v
,J1V
,'un ",v
shown me .and especially desire to
thank you now for Senator Beveridge's
report on the statehood bill,
I hope that Congress will pass that
bill, we need it, the people expect it.
aml there will be trouble if it. does not
pass.
I desire to express my appreciation
the substantial work that you have1
done on behalf of this measure and
the many beneficent acts that you
have succeeded in getting through
congress,
j thjnk ,ha(
Ca Ac ext(.nded over tne ter.
rit0 has no bepn sufficjenU
,he eg8 of the terrlt ,t
means more than anything else ,hat
;nas ))wn (,one and nejt tQ lne st.i((,.
hood , js the besf t 1hat
.happen the tenitoi.
The fallacy that the more people
spend the more prosperous the com
munity and nation will be, is caustic
ally exposed by a bank president who
said in a recent address:
"If banks may, by increasing loans,
create credits, which in turn create
purchasing tower and a sustained de-
mand for high-price- d goods, thereby
still fun her advancing prices in the
benefits of which all classes share ex-
cept those who possess fixed incomes,
may be asked why this is not good;
why not continue to promote the gen-
eral ability to spend; why not con-
tinue giving to each individual an
amount of enjoyment, luxury and
pleasure unknown before, particularly
wnpn all this may be accomplished
merely by increasing loans?
-- The simple but comprehensive and
truthful answer is that it cannot be
done, because in the long run every
act of wastefulness and every item of
extravagance must be paid for to the
iast farthing; every item consumed
must i,e earned. No expedient of man,
no refinement in the use of credit, that
most delicate of all the instruments of
civilized commerce, can do more than
delay the day of actual payment of an
existing debt."
The class of 1910 of the University
0f New Mexico has presented to the
institution a fountain. A most appro- -
priale gift indeed, especially in an
arid land and following the custom of
the students of other colleges, each
class of whom presents some perma- -
nent memorial before leaving. In time,
the University of New Mexico should
have a strong and loyal almuni asso- -
ciation that will help It materially in
years to come.
poses in the same proportion to its
population it would have $75,000 for
widening streets, laying out boule- -
vards and planting trees.
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,
FftESS THK BUTTON WK DO THE RKST.
control of national banks organize
local institutions under state laws for
. i .rthe purpose ot asms mem m uu,
There can be no system of examina
tion or supervision that will prevent
this kind of thins, even where it can cost of livins to quile as great an ex-b- e
discovered. The only way of put-- j tent as has any individual, and, more- - JjJ FULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON ''
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
rll)W Riinnp.r rflfldv tn pat and win will nnt ha in
uufK" ivuuj i
Serving wait..
THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES J1.00A DAY AND UP
Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
..every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
tins; such a widely extended banking
system, with its numerous members,
under effective regulation is to have
it. organized by districts with associa-
tions of the banks themselves, held to
mutual and joint obligations and re-
sponsibilities which will induce them
to watch over their own interests and
their own safety. Nothing could be
more precarious or more dangerous
to the prosperity of the country than
the present, loose and incoherent sys-
tem, in which reckless management is
made easy and is liable to imperil
credit in a thousand places and spread
alarm whenever conditions become in
the least unfavorable."
JUSTICE ALL AROUND.
'. The Pueblo Chieftain pleads for jus
tice to the Pueblo Indians and its re-
marks are quite proper, but it should
extend its plea to include justice to
New Mexico and its people, which will
not be given until the federal authori-
ties withdraw their paternal coddling
of the Pueblo Indians who are well
able to take care of themselves and
are, by law as well as by treaty, full
fledged citizens of New Mexico and
therefore should stand and are well
able to stand, on an equal footing with
the average citizenship of the Terri-
tory. Says the Chieftain:
"Although reports of the alleged out-
break of the Pueblo Indians last week
were denied within twenty-fou- r hours
great injustice has been done this
peace-lovin- g and industrious tribe.
"First reports containing news of
the alleged uprising and the ordering
of troops to Taos were of such nature
as to be given first page headlines,
while the denial, which followed the
next day, if used at all, was given an
inside page position with small head-
lines. The result, millions of readers
heard- - of the alleged outbreak while
only a small percentage saw the de-
nial.
"Among those who read the first re-
port were the editorial writers and
within the last few days there has
appeared in papers throughout the
country comment based thereon.
These comments lhave been along such
lines as 'The Frontier Again, 'Indian
Unreliability' and kindred topics. The
majority of writers have dwelt upon
the 'frontier' features without taking)
Into consideration that had such an
NAVAJO, CHIMAYO and BALLETA
THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3 San Francisco Hi!' (c)
Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
There is at least one newspaper The work of bank examining in the
plant in Xew Mexico that is snf-- 0ftjce of the traveling auditor of the
ficiently bloated financially to he com- - tt r.ritory has become, so exacting that
pelled to pay the federal corporation it will be necessary for the next legis-ta-
and that is a Republican news- - lature to create the office of bank
published in a Democratic aminer or make provision for two
town. In other words it occasionally more good accountants and examin-pay- s
to be in the minority. However, ers in the present office. The number
with a manager like B. F. Harlow and of banks is increasing and the de-
an editor like Will Robinson looking lnands upon the traveling auditor by
after the plant and paper personally, that, one branch of his work alone con-th- e
Roswell Register-Tribun- e would no sunies more than one-hal- f of his time.
doubt pay in any place this side of
Yuma, The city of Paris has set aside $30,- -
rrrTTrrrrrrrrr OOU.OOO for further beautifying the al- -
The Santo Domingo Inditns have ready beautiful city If Santa Fe
politely informed the census enumer- - were to spend money for such pur- -
NATURAL WUULi
WAR CLUBS
TOM TOMS
BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS
CANDELARIO The Curio Man.
At the Signator that they are not at home in the
afternoon. They evidently heard of
the society ladies who give similar in- -
formation to their callers.
Am
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YOU CANT' BUYA THING
! YOU GOIN' FiSHIN'M l SPORTiAN?6'ii THIS MONEY
of El Paso, is at
V
N. X. Curley,
dress's hotel.
I II. WhitimYOU HAVE SPENT a Denver salesman lse the
"BRISTOL''
--f-or Trout.
is at ih- - Claire.
VY. K. Ay res, a Boston salesman, is
callin on the trade here. ii
i some
otheryuu
win uccu
' tackle, and a few
If you
supplies
- ii
rfnriTJTTrrrr".
We've got 'era all, everything
S. K. Melville, an attorney from Den- -
ver, is at the I'alace hotel. j
M. Zass, a traveling man from Mil-
waukee, 'is calling on tlie trade.
A. M. Xye, a rancher from Mcintosh, '
is visit ins friends in the city. j
Mr. and Mrs. K. W'atchel, of Los An- - j
that vou need. Just call at our store and
. tiff- - talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait,' the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
COME IN AND GET AC.
I
f His Time is Yours QUAINTED WITH HIM,IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.PUTIT
geles, are sightseers at the Claire.
II. L. Small, re)resentiug a Boston
advertising concern, is at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. YV. Chase, sight-
seers from McCook, Xeb., are at the
Palace.
Jose Diaz, t he son of Dr. and 'Mrs.
.). M. Diaz, who has been attending
school in El Paso, has arrived in the
city.
AV. li. Long, of El Paso, and M. Cow-e- n
and Emmanuel Raunheim, both of
New ; York City,' are salesmen uvlling
on the trade here.
THE
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- -
ford left this afternoon for the lower Our Line is all new and complete in every
detail our assortment f f'e8 larger
' and more complete, thtn ever.
Pecos valley .on official business; He
expects to return early in June.
Mrs. H. V. Beers and family arrived i
from California where they have been j
Bank ONE DOLLAR ?G a week for only one year, and leave
it stay-fo- 30 years At 3 per cent co m pound interest; this will amount to
$758.16; at 4 per cent compound interest this will amount to $1,010.88 a
snug sum for old age.
Make OtR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
We h ave lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
lowerUur prices areSPORTM AN; Come in and get next to our line and prices.spending
the winter, and with Mr
Beers will go to their home in Anto-uit.o-
Colo.
i
ii.
Notice our
Windows
than ever before.
Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Special Agent Elmer Marsh, of the
census bureau, has returned from a
trip to Delta, Colo., and points on the
Ute, Apache and other Indian reser-
vations.
Attorney Melville and Engineer
Whiting, of Denver, interested in the
Lake Urton project, were in consulta-
tion today with Territorial Engineer
Yernor L. Sullivan.
H. P. Brown of Cleburne, Texas,
supreme chancellor of the Knights of
Pythias, was given a reception and
smoker last evening at the Commer-
cial Club at Las Vegas.
Assistant Traveling Auditor John
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers in Everything in Hardware.
BOY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION
OF
Las Cruces
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, do
taxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't afford to let a GOOD in-
vestment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.
O C WATSON & COMPANY
Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
119 San Francisco St. Phone. Red So. 189
23E&
loerns is in Las Vegas examining the
district clerk's office preliminary to:
the retirement of District Clerk Sec-- i
ur.dino Romero who has been elected
sheriff of San Miguel county. THAT IF A LADY HAS A PRETTY SHOE
IT MAKES ANY DRESS LOOK NICE.
WHAT IS MORE FASCINATING THAT A
PRETTY FOOT IN A PilLTTYWOE ?
SOME FOLKS DONTGiVE rl i
Wagner Undertaking EstablishmentTHE
Dealers in Furniture flhALSO
..ENOUGH CAREToTriDRvGCORSETSFOR THE HOUSEPINE LINE OP Carpets andRugs
j Attorney Julius Staab has gone to
Xew York to see his father, A. Staab, '
of this city, off for Carlsbad, Austria,
where he will spend the summer, his '
son, Dr. Edward A. Staab, accompany-- '
ing him across the pond.
Superintendent of Public Instruc- - i
t.ion J. E. Clark, is at home on account '
of a sprained hack sustained while'
"fixing" around his automobile which
' was put into service for the first time i
yesterday after having been laid up'
ja month or more with a broken axle, i
j M. C. Johnson, of Farmington, a
well known Xew Mexico citizen and j
Old timer associated with Ex-G- o v- -'
lernor Cuny and Frank P. Sturges at
Trinidad, Colo., in the early eighties,
was in Santa Fe last eveniug on his
Model A67
is a new one.
All kinds of furnishings from cainaware to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
and hat racks. Wagner folding go-car- ts for the babies.
They are GRE AT!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you. L
'
way to California, where he intends to
purchase a farm and settle down. jOrnamental Doors.
4f ; fm -drMr$,
.copyright, I9v. ' -
"Major R. C. Rankin, who recently ; Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at
returned to Las Vegas after going to Mesilla Park. All three are sturdy
both California and Kansas, has rent-'- . young men who promise to be leaders
ed the Veeder cottage on Eleventh in their commonwealth in maturer
years.street, where he and his family will
live. Major Rankin is popular in
Xew Mexico and was formerly con- - BLANKS
1 1 pithe. jS"' mMm V& far Printed and foi sale by New Mexi-a-Printing Company, Santa Fe, N,Mex.
nected with the National Guard."
Las Vegas Optic.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaffa and son,
Benjamin, arrived last evening from
Roswell and are the guests of Terri-
torial Secretary and Mrs. Nathan
JS ' i'. "
ladie.5 looking for .something new and
snappy in shoe.s; .something different
that will distinguish you as "best"
dre-5-ser.-
s are coming to vs for the
goods. "dittmnan" means "snap"
sixteen different lasts and styles to
pick from' come while the picking is
GOOD.
PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY
FROM $2.50 TO $4.00
Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended Location
Certificate, 1--2 sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet.
Proof of Labor, 4 sheet.
Notice of Mining Location, 1-- sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
Property, 1-- 2 sheet.
Placer Mining Location, 1--4 sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property, 2
Jaffa, 397 East Palace avenue, having
come up to attend the high school
commencement, Miss Julia Jaffa,
daughter of the territorial secretary,
being one of the graduates. Mr. Jos-
eph Jaffa is a brother1 of Mr. Nathan
Jaffa and Mrs. Joseph Jaffa is a sisier
of Mrs. Nathan Jaffa.
'Assistant Public Laud Commission-
er Mateo Lujan returned this noon
from a visit to his home ranch near
Buyeros, LJnion county. He reports
WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only a line
of drugs and remedies known to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Every-
thing that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.
STRIPLING-BURROW- S & Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
are maie to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders., and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke archi-
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
Charles W. Dudrow
sheet.
Mining Deed, 2 sheet.
Mining Lease. 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement, 1-- 2
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
N T0WNSEND & CO.
WE ARE FOR
that the cattlemen are having the best
year in their memory. The sheepmen
are saving from 90 to 95 per cent of
their lambs and the wool is free from
scab. The rush of homesekeers con-
tinues and one has to go for miles now
BUILDING A REPUTATION
HONEST DEALING
Power of an Attorney, Non-Miner- Af-
fidavit and Corroborating Non-Miner-
Affidavit, 1-- 2 sheet.
Notice of Right to Water, 1-- 4 sheet.to find the range fenced in. He, pre
Forfeiture or Publishing Out ofdicts that Union county will show a
big gain in population over the cen Notice, 1-- 4 sheet.
Unsurpassed Chocolates
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
CLARENDON
GARDEN
U, V. BOYLK Mf?r,
1 LTI Made in New Mexico.
sus of ten years ago.
Victor Ulibarri, son of Provencia Vh
ibarri of Parkview, Rio Arriba county;
Pedro J. Martinez, son of Fernando
Martinez of Parkview, and Amarante
Chacon, son of Manuel Chacon, were
in Santa Fe today on their way home
for vacation, the first named being a
student at the University of New Mex-
ico at Albuquerque, and the latter two
Affidavit of Assessment. 1-- 2 sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 1-- 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
sheet.
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet.
CL&REKD0N POULTRY YARDS ARK SKLI.ING OUT!FRESH LAI D EGGS every (layFRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White W'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.EGGS FOR HATCHING.for sale nnnurn nniin nnMniiHV ask for aNJuiiLn unuu uumrHwi .ONLY AT SAMPLE,
students at the New Mexico College of
Hour Electric ervice and
WICaHT- -On and After March 1st.
W&e up those dark places 22?SmcS1 ifa!"""
Santa Fe Water AND Light Company
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MOT hi ARRIVALS
a, Louis Rocky Ml I
ciiic Railway Company, """ ' MIMI'1iti'i jtt.t '.a imiiiiiiiimhhi
PASSENGER SCHEDUL
(Head VpIn Mnirli Tsl 1910( Ki'tul lovn
STATIONSM i Its"21
M...Ar1 ics Moines, N.l.v
Palace.
H. W. iiiios. Antonito; Frank Mc-Kaii- f,
Arthur s.dignian, Otis P. Selig-ma-
City: S. ii. Mlville, Denver; M.
Zass, Miwii iki'e; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Chase, Mct'ook, Neb.; W. H. Long.
El Paso: M. Cowei., EBimanuel
Raunheiui, New York City.
Claire.
H. I.. Small, W. K. Ayers, Boston;
Mr. and Mrs. K. Wachtel, Los Angeles;
C. L. French, Alamosa, Colo.; A. M.
Xye, Mclniosli; F. H. Whiting, Den-
ver.
Gregg's.
X. X. Corley, Rl Paso; Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. McColleston, Chicago; C. L. Pol-
lard, Espanoht: P. K. Estes, Memphis,
Tonn.; L. X. Xichols, New York City;
M. May Field, St. Louis; G. V. Danke,
Estaneia; F. Butler, Denver; F.
Silverlon, Colo.; Jose Diaz,
li
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Cottolene Biscuits Are
Light and Flaky
They have none of that heavy -- as -- lead suggestion, that
greasy taste, and that after-heavine- ss of lard biscuit. The
reason is that Cottolene is a vegetable product of absolute
purity. It is made of choice, refined, cotton seed oil, and it
contains not a trace of hoe-fa- t.
Cottolene is unequaled as a shortening and frying medium.
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Martinez, Victor Ulibarri,
Aniarante Chacon, Arroyo
It is not only better than lard or cooking butter,
but more economical.
Order a pail of your grocer and try it today.
Pedro
Ch una :
Hondo: Miss Lena Holmes, Denver.
(Continued From Page Three.) j COTTOLENE is Guaranteed Jd iS SSIS
..Connects with K. 1'. & S. V. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. in.Connects wit Ii K. I'. A- S, W Ky. train No. 123 leaving Kawson N,M. at 9:55a. in.
Stane for Van Houteii X, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.CAS. lJ!issernxr trains arrive ami depart from I teMoincs as follow:NORTH KOI'N'I): SOl'TH ROUND
No. 1. 4.48 a. in. No. 8. 10 44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. ill. No, 2- 11.11 p, ill.
Track connection with A. T. A S. K. Ry.at Raton and Preston with O, A S. Ry. atDes Moines K P, S. W. Ry . at Colfa.x. N M, a nil Cimarron & Northwestern at(Hinarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Rayado
anil Red Lakes. N. M
Ute Park, N. M. is depot fort he followiiiK stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Kaldy Rlack Lakes, Cerro. Kliabethtown. I.olm, Uuesta, Rani'hos de Taos, RedRiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twilling.
laily. fKlatr, f Daily except Sunday
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
Irtlr? ir Rt'ell' Cottolene is packed in pails with an air-tig- ht top tom CVCr JUiU Ul OUl, keep ;t cean f,.esn ami wholesome, and prevent it
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
Made only by THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
F. M WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M
Raton, N. r
E, J. DEDMAN,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M. MILLlT!iB'1NlUie41
3SSS3E8S
P 111
DEAF HEAR MUTES SPEAK.
liiS AND i(Continued From Page One)
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUIl FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
"The children first come to the
school, as a rule, possessing no lan-
guage. They come as a blank. We
oun show here some of the results of
the training given them but you do
not see the time devoted to that train- -
The Steeple Rock District, New
Mexico Says the Mining World:
About 15 miles east of Duncan,
Ariz., is located the Steeple Rock dis-
trict in Grant county, New Mexico.
value of $400 a ton is not. uncommon
on this lode.
The Summit lode, about a mile east
of the Carlysle, is the most prominent
!ode in the district. It outcrops for a
distance of over 15 miles, and the fol-
lowing mines have been developed:
Nugget, Davenport, McDonald, Sum-
mit, National Bank, IT. S. Deposit and
the Twin Peaks. The ore is free mill-
ing carrying excellent values in gold
and silver. Three thousand five hun-
dred feet of development work has
(Continued on Page Seven.)
in nor the hours of patience and so- - The steeple Rock mountains rise to an
BIG CONFERENCE ON CHARITIES
earliest is often the most important
and successful treatment of the in- -
sane. The percentage of recoveries '
and of deaths show that s''eat danger
is attached to delay, whereby insane
patients are denied proper care im-
mediately upon the outbreak of insan-
ity. Towns and counties must take the
first steps in caring for the insane,
except in large metropolitan districts.
In the latter, the state board should
manage specific wards or psychopathic
hospitals, which are very necessary.
Towns and counties should provide
suitable places for detention and ob-
servation as adjuncts of hospials."
Trial of Insane by Juries.
St. Louis, Mo., May 20. The ten-
dency of many states to discontinue
the old fashioned trial by jury in open
court of insane persons, and the sub-
stitution of private trial by courts or
administrative officers and commis-
sions, was emphasized and approved
in the report of the committee on "Su-
pervision and Administration," of the
National Conference of Charities and
Correction, by its chairman, Mr. Gif-for- d
S. Robinson of Des Moines, la.,
this morning. The growth and devel-
opment of psychopathic hospitals for
the observation and treatment of early
cases of insanity which might be cured
in a comparatively short time was
given as one of the compelling reasons
for this change in practice in commit-
ment proceedings.
,
After presenting an exhaustive re-
view of the findings of courts in many-state-
and after carefully analyzing
those findings, the report said:
"The conclusion to be drawn may
be summarized as follows:
(1) The federal constitution does
not require that examinations for the
commitment, of persons alleged to be
insane shall be in open court or with
a jury.
(2) As a rule, such examinations
licitude spent in giving it." (An- - elevation of 2,000 feet above the Gila
plause.) j valley and are eruptive in character,
Then the exercises actually began, the principal eruptives being andesite,
the first being by the pupils of the rhyolite and quartz porphyry. Their j
first grade. They had been to school ! trend is northeast to southwest, which,
a year. One of the teachers wrote is also the trend of the lodes. Gold
the blackboard certain vowels and was discovered in this district in about!
ctnsonants and the pupils, two boys S80 and a company was formed.,
' '
and two girls, one after Hie other which was known as the Carlysle Gold
read them, pronounced them, making Mining Company which was owned
'
sounds that could easily be under- - and controlled by N. K. Fairbanks, of
For Rates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.
stood even by the untrained ear of Chicago. Under the management of
mary of those in the audience. It John B. Farish, a p mill was
was a beautiful exhibition of visible erected on what is known as the Car-speec-
the eyes of the pupils watch- - lysle mine and was operated until
ing the lips of the teacher as she cor- - about 1894 and, during this time, pro-rerte- d
them and encouraged them and duced about $1,500 000 in gold and
indeed assisted them to overcome the silver. The Carlysle company pur- -
r 35B3
Etv.bborness of their unfortunate little chased all the properties, wlhich at
tongues. that time were known to contain pay!
Spontaneous applause greeted the ore, immediately adjoining the Car-- !
conclusion of the first grade's exer- - U'sle mine. In 1S95 the entire hold- - j
FROM
SIMMER TOURIbT
-- RATES
Effective June 1st.
CHICAGO $5035
ST. LOUIS $44 35
KANSAS CITY $35.35
DENVER $21.10
COLO. SPRINGS $18.15
PUEBLO $16.15
MEXICO CITY $52.45
ST. PAUL MINN $50.35
cises and tlie youngsters smilingly mgs were soia to me n,xpiorauou u.,
voiced their appreciation in the looks Ltd., of London. A subsidiary com- -
they gave the audience as they left pany was organized known as the
the stage. J Steeple Rock Development Company,
this company continuing to mill theSecond Grade. j
' ores from the Carlysle mine, also fromlollowing the exercises ot the first ; he g j Jim CrQW un.
s"r T t,ul'" l"u, luc" 1Jlrtw.til 1S97, at which time the oxidizedon the stage and replied to questions ores of the Carlysle were exhausted
and the ores below water level proved
refractory, containing sulphides of
Return Limit, Oct. 31st, 1910.
LOS ANGELES $35.20
asked by the teacher, talked to one
another and wrote difficult sentences
01 the blackboard. One of the phe-
nomenal demonstrations of the train-
ing that may be given even to a tongue
that has been handicapped by nature
was when a girl pupil pronounced the
name of the Duke City, giving full
value to each of the many syllables:
This feat was greet-
ed with applause.
The second grade pupils finally re
June 1st to September 30th
Summer Tourist Rates
In Effect
To All Eastern and Western Points
Via The
lU 1 1 GRANDE R. II
For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
Call on or Write
SAN FRANCISCO $45.20
SAN DIEGO, $35.20
iron, zinc, lead and copper, and a
good extraction could not be made by
the amalgamation process tihen in use.
Various treatment methods, such as
pan amalgamation, concentration, and
smelting were tried without satisfac-
tory results.
Since 1897 the properties have re-
mained idle. H. J, Armstrong, who is
now in charge of the properties, states
that the entire holdings are being of- -
may be made by commission, saving
to the person accused of insanity, the
right to a formal proceeding in court
or a trial by jury.
(3) An insane person may be taken
into custody without legal process,
but only temporarily, for the purpose
of protecting the public and the pat-
ient, and securing for him the care he
needs. If more than temporary re-
striction be needed, such proceedings
must be had within a reasonabe time,
as shall constitute due process of law,
within the meaning of the Fourteenth
Amendment to justify further re-
straint.
(4) Provision may be iriade for the
temporary detention and observation
of a person suffering from mental dis-
turbances without a formal hearing in
court or trial by jury, even in states,
the constitutions of which guarantee
such hearing or trial. The length of
justifiable detention will depend up-
on the condition of the patient and
must ont exceed a reasonable limit.
tired and a pantomine called "A Shoe-- 1
maker's Dilemma" followed. Charles ' forerl for sale Tf thp snip Is made
McDowell, A. Chavez and M. Montoya there ,8 no (loubt but that actjvewere the characters and by andsigns atiolls win be resumecl which winfacial they told their storyexpression rehabllltate the mining indU8try of
very well. district as the holdings of this
A picture description followed. This j company are considered among the
was the placing of pictures near the j best gold and silver properties in theblackboard and requiring pupils to southwest. The following mines are
or
SAN FRANCISCO $60.90
One Way V la
PORTLAND or SKATTT.E
On Sale July 2cd to 8th, Sept
1st to 7th, Kept, 24th to 30th.
Return limit 3 months not to
xceel Oct. 31st, lyiO.
PORTLAND (PRR AA
SEATTLE iPiW.UU
On Sale, May 28th to Juue, 3rd.
July 9th to 16tn.
Returu limit 3 months.
Low Summer
Tourist Rates
To Many other points
in the United States
and Canada.
W. D SHEA
T. F. & P. A.
P. H. McBRIDE
Agent
Santa Fe, N, M,
BASEBALL.
HOW THEY STAND.
describe in writing what they saw in
the pictures.
i Other exercises followed, the inter-
esting program being completed with
a scarf drill in which the small boys
and girls took part.
j The exercises such as witnessed this
. morning, do more than prove that
time and patience may overcome de-
fects of nature, they prove that such
institutions as the New Mexico School
for the Deaf directed by such persons
as Professor Connor and his assist-
ants will eventually banish tlhat word
"dumb" from the English language as
far as it is applicable to persons.
owned by this company: Carlysle, Jim
Crow, Imperial, Nugget, Davenport,
McDonald, Summit and Geronimo.
Some of the lodes outcrop promi-
nently for a distance of over 10 miles.
Four valuable ore shoots have been
developed. Valuable ore shoots oc-
cur at intervals throughout the entire
course of the lodes. The Carlysle
crops for a distance of five miles, and
at the mine's shaft the ore shoot is
18 feet wide, carrying an average
value of $12 per ton in gold and silver.
This ore slhoot is known to be over
1.000 fieet long as drifts have been run
that distance in ore. Ore carrying a
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
VIA
ew Rfiexico Central
o o o A REAL TONIC
National League.
Won. Lost P. C.
Pittsburg 15 9 .625
Chicago 15 11 .577
Cincinnati 13 10 .505
New York 15 13 .536
Philadelphia 12 12 .500
St. Louis 14 13 .519
Boston 10 16 ..:S5
Brooklyn 9 19 .321
American League.
Won. Lost P. C.
Philadelphia ...... ..18 5 .783
New York 16 8 .667
Detroit 16 11 .593
Boston 14 12 .538
Cleveland 13 12 .520
Chicago S 15 .348
Washington 11 17 .393
St. Louis 4 20 .167
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
. a BLOOD PimiFIEH
I
and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
Leaves Santa- Ke8,45a. in. Leaves El Paso 8.00a. m.
Arrives El I'aso 10,40 p. n. Arrives Santa Ke 9.45 p.m.
Close connections at El Paso for points in Califor-
nia, Southern New Mexico and Arizota
(lose connection ATI POINTS FATat Torrance for
Leave Santa Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrives Kansas City 5,50 p. m. next dayArrives Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
E. P. & S W an i Rock Island trains carry Sleep-
ing and Chair Carp.
Forlnformation retturding freight and passenger rates, service, etc.
Call at City OHice lauithlin Blk. or Phone 145.
No trouble to answer questions.
J. G. EADS
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
SCOTTISH RITES REUNION
Santa Fe, N, M.
May 23, 24, 25
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
make an open rate of one and one
third fare from all points in NewMexico to
Santa Fe
DATE-- ; OF1 SALE '
May 21st, to 24th inclusive
RETURN LIMIT,
MAY 28th 1910
Come to Santa Fe. The Rate
is Open to Everybody
Gallon address.
Any system that needs a tonic needs also a blood purifier, for it is the
weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is responsible for the run-
down state of health. We have only to recognize the importance of pure, rich
blood in preserving health, to realize the danger of a weakened or impure circula-
tion. Deficient blood nutriment weakens the system, and it can not resist disease
like a strong robust constitution. First the body has a worn-ou- t feeling, the ap-
petite is fickle, energy begins to flag, the digestion is bad, etc. If the condition
is not corrected at this stage more serious results are sure to follow, and some-
times a long debilitating spell of sickness is the result. S. S. S. is Nature's tonic,
made of roots, herbs and barks. It is not a nerve stimulant, but a medicine that
steadily builds up every portion of the system by cleansing and enriching the
blood, and in this way supplying an increased amount of nourishment a;d
resistive powers to every portion of the body. S. S. S. quiets the overstrained
nerves, improves the appetite, tones up the stomach and digestion, and thoroughly
enriches and purines the blood. S. S. S. is a real tonic because it is a real blood
purifier. S. S. S. contains no harmful mineral and persons cf all ages can use it
with the same beneficial results. Be sure to get S. S. S. for your tonic this year
do not accept anything in place of it; there is nothing else "Just as good" as
8. S. S. You will find it all that is claimed for it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA.
National League.
Boston at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
American League.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Louis at Washington.
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.
Hml merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents to book form.
The New Alexrca.. Printing Com-van-
has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers
If you are In need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
H. S, LTJTZ, Aitent
Santa Fe, N. M.
FRIDAY, MAY 20, 1910. THE SANTA FE SEW MEXICAN, SAxVTA FE, N. M. PACE SEVEN.
MINES AND MINING Proiessiorai maMany Women w Ml 1 3
.fi' mW SPfcawM Cooks
It VJr- - ,vV-;'r- i dread having to prepare an elab-VjLJ-
T
"H ' v- - ii orate dinner because they are
thrown oer the dump as waste. There
was not a profitable market for these
zinc ores until 1!)02. Since that dale
the district has taken one new lease of
life, many properties elianged hands
and active mining began on the zinc
carbonates. For a period of about six
ytars the camp's daily average was
between :',uO and ! ) tons, and at pres- -
ii r fill to 70 tons. There were also
several shipments of native copper.
During the early shipments many cars
beautiful green Smithsonii e were
included, and recent buyers have of-
fered $1.50 and $2 per pound for it. It
in many respects more beautiful
than the turquoise and is used for jew-
elry purposes.
After 35 years of production the
Kelly and Graphic mines have prac-
tically exhausted all of their carbon-
ate ores, so far discovered, and are
now devoting their entire energies on
their enormous bodies of sulphides
(zinc-blend- galena and silver). About
four years ago the Kelly mine made
heavy shipments of sulphides, but
since they have erected a large capa-
city concentrating mill, with auxiliary
M Cautionary Note: BeBure y V
m you get this stove see m
that the name-plat- e
X cads " New Perfection."
Hew TSferctioR
il Cook-stov-e
Gives no outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the biggest dinner
without heating the kitchen or the cook. It is immediately lighted and immedi-
ately extinguished. It can be changed from a slow to a quick fire by turning a
handle. There's no drudgery connected with it, no coal to carry, no wood to chop.
You don't have to wait fifteen or twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply a
light and it's ready. By simply turning the wick up or down you get a slow or an
intense heat on the bottom of the pot, pan, kettle or oven, and nowhere else. It
has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
coffee, teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels. It saves time, worry,
health and temper. It does all a woman needs and more than she expects. Made
with 1, 2, and 3 burners ; the 2 and sizes can be had with or without
Cabinet.
Every dealer everywhere ; if not at yonrs, write for Descriptive Circular to ttip nearest fiKem-- of th
Continental Oil Company(Incorporated)
woo are
not sufficiently strong to stand
over an intensely hot coal
range. This is especially true
in summer. Every woman
takes pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremen-
dous cost to her own vitality
through the weakening effect of
cooking on a coal range in a
hot kitchen.
It is no longer necessary to wear
yourself out preparing a fine dinner.Even in the heat of summer you can
cook a large dinner without being
worn out
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(From the Xew Meixcan of this Date
1890.)
Acting Governor Thomas has not
yet received any response from the
governor of Xeliraska relative to that
cattle quarantine.
Hon. Lehman Spiegelberg leaves to-- I
night for Xew York City where he
will remain a month. He will be ac-
companied home by his eldest daug-
hter and sons, who have been attending
school there. He will visit Washing-
ton during this trip and will say a
word to several senatorial friends in
reference to our land court bill.
Editorial. As a territory the citi-
zens of Xew Mexico will not have
their Indian deriredatinn claims set- -
tied; as a territory, the militia claims
;of Xew Mexico wi not bp s,,tte(1; as
a territory, federal aid for artesian
wells and reservoirs will not be had.
I'ntil this territory assumes the garb
of statehood these matters will not be
attended to. The citizens of Xew Mex
FOR HKXT rooms furnished for
U'ht hmiseket I'll a. 212 McK'-nzi- Si.
I'icnie and iMmm p; rt ies
eiiiiv. aiice and driver ,( C Sweet,
'."2 G.iMi-ti-o- .
FOR RKXT Five room house on:
l.owt-- San Francisco street. Inquire
at 2is Sau Francisco street.
TO RF.XT A well furrished fro it
i room with use of bath. Lady
tYrred at office.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by thrSanta Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
CIGAR SALESMAN' WANTED Ex-
perience unnecessary. Sep our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
ico will do well to remember this. The
Democratic bosses and iwditicians op-
pose statehod because they fear loss
of their power. The good citizens of
all jK)litical shades demand statehood,
knowing such to be absolutely neces-
sary for the advancement and pros-
perity of the people. This is the situ-
ation in a nutshell.
Salt Lake City has appropriated the
neat sum of $40,0im to advertising. Xo
wonder that Salt Lake is a rapidly
growing, prosperous, money making,
constantly growing city.
The New Mexican Printing nom
pany has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of ju&
tices of the peace. They are especial-
ly ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made' of
good record paper, strongly and dur-
ably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
are 10 inches. These books are
made up in civi' and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each, or with
both civil and criminal bound in one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
offered at. the following prices
Civil or Criminal $2.7E
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.
Cleanses the system
thoroughly and clean
sallow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It i pur&nted
Oo 9
$!.3.V!.72 heavy $!.:5fi 9.70;
rough $!t.35fa 0.511; good to choice
heavy $.50i7 9.7"; pigs $9.1 (t 9.00:
bulk $9.;iKa 9.05.
Sheep Receipts G.Ouii. Market
weak. Native $lf(i.80: western $lij
6.80; yearlings $ti.r0? 7.90; lambs na-
tive $5.7.Vr S.StO; western $fi.50W 9.
Kansas City, May 20. Cattle Re-
ceipts 1,000, including "00 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers 7"ii
8.30: southern steers $4.90f.7.50:
southern cows $:!.25f( 5.75; native
cows and heifers $3.507.35; stockers
and feeders $4f 6.20; bulls $4.25ft6.5o;
calves $3.75$ 7.50: western steers
$5.75 18; western cows $4.25(5 6.50.
Hogs Receipts 5 00". Market
weak to five lower. Bulk $9.40(9.50;
heavy $9.45fj 9.55 ; packers and biitch- -
ers $9.40? 9.50; light $9.30r 9.50; pigs
$8.90?r9.1O.
Sheep Receipts 2,000. Market
steady. Muttons $4.25W6.75; Iambs
$7.25(i(9.50: fed western wethers and
yearlings $4.757.25; fed western
ewes $4.25(f?6.J o.
Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom-
ach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
to ta&
(Continued from Pane Six)
been done on the Summit mine show-
ing a large tonnage of low grade ore.
The lode at this point in 12 feet wide.
Several thousand f i of work has
been done on the other mines on this
lode. Ores from the Dav.onport. Mc-
Donald and Xugget were treated at otthe Carlysle mill. The .lim Crow lode
is two miles south of the Carlysle and
outcrops prominently for five miles, on is
which the following mines are located:
Jim Crow. Imperial. Homestake, Ala-
bama, Geronimo am! Contention. Ore
from the Jim Crow and Imperial was
treated at the Carylsle mill. Several
thousand tons of ore has been shipped
to the El Paso and Douglas smelters
from the Homestake and Alabama
mines.
The Laura lode is situated about
one mile west of the Carlsle and out-
crops for six miles. The principal
mine on this lode is the Laura, which
has been developed to a depth of MOO
6eT-
- eV!
,
"""" 7ZL , tholrrom mis in me nan ucru
Carlvsle mill and about 10,000 tons
was shipped to the Douglas and Shan
non smelters during the last two
years. The ore being principally
quartz, is suitable for converter lin-,-r,- o
Tho Sinnererler mine about one
.,.r,' ,,th nf the T.nnra is undergoingllll iunii t
development and good ore is being
opened on the property.
The Cottonwood lode lies about
three miles east of the Carlysle and
outcrops for over a distance of eight
miles. Very little work has been done
on this lode. A large body of copper,
gold and silver has been opened on
the Shamrock mine and the indica-
tions are that large bodies of copper,
gold and silver exist on this lode.
The Terreroca Mining Company of
Duluth, Minn., has purchased the Ala-
bama group of claims and is actively
engaged in developing the property.
Sufficient ore has already been opened
up on the Alabama to warrant the erec-
tion of reduction works. The erection
of a mill and cyanide plant is contem-
plated for the near future. Robert B.
Phillips is in charge of the work, and
Dwiaht E. Woodbridge. of Duluth,
Minn., is consulting engineer.
The American Exploration and Min-
ing Company of Boston, has purchas-
ed the National Bank group of claims
and is carrying on development work
about HO men being employed. W. C.
Marshall is superintendent and W.
Franklin Burnham of Boston, manag-
ing director.
The Twin Peaks Mining and Mill-
ing Company has acquired a number
of claims and is working a number of
men on development work. Tipton
and McDonald are also developing a
property on the Cottonwood lode.
The Mines of Kelly, N. M. Says
South western Mines: The town of
Kelly is situated one and one-hal- f
miles from the railroad and is in the
heart of the Magdalena mining
trict, on the western slope of tihe
Magdalena range. Altitude 7,500 feet.
Climatic conditions fine.
The ore deposits extend along the
slope of the range both north and
south of Kelly, a distance of about six
miles by three miles east and west.
The Graphic and Janita claims were
worked in a desultory manner as early
as 1867. Goodly quantities of lead car-
bonates were found near the surface,
mined and smelted in Mexican adobe
furnaces and the bullion hauled by
wagons over the old Santa Fe trail to
St. Louis, Mo. Owing to long distance
to and from market very little actual
mining was clone until the s
were replaced by the Santa Fe rail
road.
About 1878-- 9 large bodies of lead
carbonates were discovered in the
Graphic and Kelly claims and the dis-
trict took on its first, boom. In 1S81
G. Billings seeing the wonderful pos-
sibilities of tihe Kelly property, pur-
chased the same and erected a large
smelting plant at Socorro, X. M. This
property supplied his smelter with the
necessary lead ores for many years,
A smelter of about 100 tons capacity
was erected upon the Graphic proper
ty in 1896 and was operated several
years upon the Graphic output.
The .Tuanitas, Young American
Key, Tip-To- Cavern and numerous
other properties have been good lead
producers all they need at present is
development work to make them big
lead-zin- c mines. In fact, there are
several thousand acres south of Kelly
that have excellent dhances of making
big mines and have practically no de-
velopment work at all.
Until about 1893 the large bodies of
zinc carbonates in Kelly and Graphic
mines were considered a detriment by
the miner, and often when it came in
their line of work was mined and
PAIN
Fain in the head pain anywhere, has its eaoM,
Pain is congestion, pain is ilood pressure nothing
nlse usually. At least, so says Dr. Snoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
tablet called vt. snoop s Heaaacne TaDiet
coaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu- -
lation.
Tf vnn have a headache, it's blood pressure.
Tf it'ii nninfnl ueriods with women, same cause,
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it's blood
congestion blood pressure. That surely is aMrtair.tv for Dr. ShooD's Headache Tablets stop
it in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural Diooa pressure.
Bruise your linger, ana aoesn i re gei rea, ana
swell, and pain you? Of course it does. It's con.
gestion, blood pressure. You' 11 find it where painIt's simply Common Sense.
Wewll at 25 cents, nd cheerfully recommend
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- -
PAUL A. F. VALTER
Attorney-at-La-
Santa Fe, - New Mexico
CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-La-
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe, .... Xew Mexice
Chas. F. Easley, Chas. R. Easley.
Santa Fe. Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
A. B. Renehan E. P. Daviet
Attorney
Practice in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe Xew Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-
Practice in the District and Su-
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe, .... xew Mexice
G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Consellor-at-La-
Practice in all the District Court3
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, X. M.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney
Practice in the District Courts aa
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces. - - - Xew Mexico
EDWARD C. WADE
Attorney-at-La-
Practices in the Supreme and Dis-
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces - - - New Mexico
WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-
Mining and Land Law.
Taos Xew Mexico
C. W. G. WARD
Territorial District Attorney
saijunoo JOiv pnB ienSjrc xivs JojLas Vegas, - - - New Mexico
W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
Las Cruces .... New Mexico
R. W. WITTMAN
Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Offlcs
Santa Fe, .... Xew Mexico
JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print-
ing Company.
Santa Fe, .... New Mexico
California Rational Crude Oil Co.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
Kindly issue me shares of
the Treasury Stock of above corpora-
tion.
Enclosed find $ in payment
for same.
Name
Address
Laxative Fruit Syrup
STRIPLING-BURROW- & CO
roasting and magnetic plant, and are
ht and day, tney have ordered
more machinery to increase capacity
of their plants and are pushing the
sinking of their new shaft and have
also discovered a new body of ore in
their Grand Tower property.
The Graphic mines have over a niil- -
lin tons of sulphides in sight with a
large area to prospect yet. Their new
dry process mill is Hearing completion
and will be a first class mill in every
respect. It will be greatly enlarged
as soon as successful treatment has
been established.
The Germany Company are vigor-
ously pushing development work on
their properties and no doubt will
make some big discoveries in the near
future. They have at present several
thousand tons of lead carbonate ores
mined and stored on their property
near the summit of the mountain.
The basal rock of this mineral belt
is Schist, locally called "greenstone''
and forms the lloor or present ore
measures. Overlying this is Carboni-
ferous crysta'.lene limestone in which
the present ore bodies of the district
have been found. Xext on this is the
Carboniferous shales and qtiartzites.
There has been great arrosion in the
district and in several places the
shales have been removed down to ore
horizon. The ore deposits are form-
ed on contact and fault planes. The
largest fault begins north of the Gra-
phic properties a"d extends southerly
through Graphic Juanitas, Mistletoe,
Young America, Cavern and several
other properties and ending at Little
Baldy peak, a distance of about three
miles. There are numerous other
north-sout- faults as well as east-wes- t
cross faults. II. is said that these
faults have been caused by intrusive
granite-porphyr- y dikes and is pre
dicted by many that the district will
venlually turn into a copper proposi- -
ion in depth. The Kelly people are
present operating a diamond drill
and no doubt they have this in view.
At the present time three compa
nies are operating in the district, viz:
n Smelting and Development
Co. (Kelly mines), Ozark Smelting
and Milling Co., (Graphic mines), Ger
many Mining and Development Co.
Key, Tip-To- p and Germany mines).
Tihe Xew Jersey Zinc Company have
purchased a number of properties, but
s yet only doing annual assessments.
All in all this district has made a re
markable showing for amount of de- -
elopment work done. It is estimated
by reliable parties that the district
has produced forty-od- d million dollars
worth of ores, and the camp is still in
its infancy. The only thing that has
prevented this district of being the
banner district in the
'nion has been the lack of necessary
capital to develop its resources.
There still remains in the hands of
the small holder large blocks of very
promising undeveloped ground that
could be purchased at reasonable fig
ures. It would pay any one looking for
mining investments to pay the district
personal visit and look over the
ground thoroughly. Don't listen to the
'knocking-birds,- " as they may have
selfish motives and discourage you,
MAKKEi REPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
Xew York, May 20. Call money
3 prime paper 4 Mexican
dollars 44; Amal. 71 3-- Atch. 110 7--
N. Y. C. 122: Reading: 165 S. P.
127 U. P. 185; Steel, 84 pfd
118.
New York, May 20. Lead firm, $4.40
4.50; copper firmer, standard sopt
$12.35(5 12.55; July $12.3312.50; sil-
ver 53
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, III, May 20. Wheat July
102 Sept. 100
Corn July 60 Sept. 61 5-- 8
3--
Oats July 39 Sept. 38 3-- S
l--
Pork July $23.00; Sept. $22.85.
Lard July $12.60; Sept. $12.47 2
12.50.
"Ribs July $12.52 Sept. $12.42
1--
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis. Mo., May 20. Wool, un
changed; territory and western medi-
ums, 1823; fine mediums, 1720;
fine, 1215. j
LIVESTOCK. j
Chicago, May 20. Cattle Receipts
500. Market steady. Beeves $5.60
8.70; Texas steers $56; western
steers $5.25 7.60; stockers and feed-
ers $4(g'6.60; cows and heifers $2.70
7.25; calves $5.507.50.
Hogs Receipts 16,000. Market
five lower. Light $9.409.70; mixed
''''''''jlii2 2
N
Oil is king.
More wealthy people attribute their wealth to oil than any other commodity.
Why are they wealthy?
Because they foresaw the advantages to be gained by investing their surplus money in an oil company that had
a future. .
Now this is your opportunity.
You have the foresight, we the oil company with a future. An investment of $1,000 should make you independ-
ent, and be a means of supply in your older days.
We urge early action on your part because the stock in this company will advance in price shortly.
Make today the day, and buy at 40 Cents.
California National Crude Oil Co.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
Kindly issue me shares of
the Treasury Stock of above corpora-
tion.'
Enclosed find $ in payment
for same.
Name
' Address.
CAL NATIONAL CRUDE OIL GO.
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
LOS ANGELES.Dr. Shoop'sHeadache
Tablets
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
1 -
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gtgrCTsa3B IVlinor City Topics made to include a prohibition clause inthe constitution and to elect a prohi-
bition state ticket.
(Continued From Page two.)rl No. 4No 4 Long Trip for Five Year Old Five jyear old Hazel Fitzpatrick passed j
Lamy on a Santa Fe train yesterday j
and that great picture "The Miner's
Sweetheart." This moving picture
has been approved by the National
Board of Censorship.
Judge Terrell Held to the Grand
Jury Judge H. D. Terrell, an attor-
ney at Clovis, Curry county, who
lived for a. while at Santa Fe, has
been held under $2,000 bail to the
grand jury on the charge of carry-
ing concealed weapons and aiding two
has killed his man through the in-
fluence of a little mountain girl, who
by strength of will'atrdr.lntellect rises
to heights undreamed of under the old
regime. It is a contest between the
old and the new south. It has been
said that no novel since Uncle Tom's
Cabin has been so popular as St. Elmo.
It is a charming and powerful ro-
mance of the old outh when dueling
was in vogue. Those who have read
the book will see the play, no doubt,
and those who haven't read the book
can't afford to miss its dramatization.
making her way alone from Chicago iu
El Paso. She wore a tag with her
name and destination.
CHAMBER OF CdMMERCE
WILL PLANT TREES.
GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a dz ORANGES 20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 dz. wrappers from our OraDges seLd 6--
cent stamps aud wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., aid get a nice
Silver Flared Orange Spoon.
STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, lire
flavor 15c E erything the market t fiords in ve
getaoles.
Ml 4 F. ANDREWS Pious Ho. 4.
3ES8SS
SPECIAL , SPECIALnnn o. nunnftinnnmnLfUfib 01 MBftUlFMIIjd SlipSALE
Dewing, X. XL., May 20. The Civic
Improvement Committee of tihe cham-
ber of commerce held a very enthus-
iastic meeting last night. Every mem- - .
ber of the committee was present.
The planting of trees, the continuation
of the cement sidewalks, removal of
unsightly signs, and the general clean-ing-u- p
of the town, were among the
subjects discussed. It was agreed that
the name "windmill city" for Deming
should be abandoned, and the name
"Hub City" adopted. This name is
peculiarly appropriate in that on the
map Deming looks like the hub of a
wheel with railroads for spokes. The
third Wednesday evening of every
month was set as the regular meeting
time for this committee.
The Xordhaus business block on
Silver avenue has been finished inside
and out. It is now ready to receive
the slock of goods which Frank Xord-
haus is now purchasing in St. Louis.
The Stenson store building near the
foot of Gold avenue is just begun.
The Killinger building on Silver
avenue is "about completed.
The school board believe that they
can have the forty thousand dollar
high school building ready for occu-
pancy by the first of the year.
E. II. Bickford left for Lake Valley
last night.
Ben Davis, business manager ol
Draughon's Business College at El
Paso, is in Deming today.
Four Chinamen Deported Five!
Chinamen who were trying to make
their way into Xew Mexico from El
Paso, were arrested and four of them
vv-i- ordered deported while one, Yee
Dock, was adjudged a citizen of the
United States and released.
We All Know the smooth way of
making love, but see the poor miner
make love to his sweetheart at the
Elks' theater tonight.
Lost Money and Ticket En Route
to Santa Fe Mrs. C. S. Exon, wife
of a rancher at Reserve, Socorro
county, while on her way to Santa Fe
yesterday lost her ticket and purse
while running to catch Santa Fe train
Xo. S at the Albuquerque depot.
Fined for Letting Son Into Saloon
Civet' Justice W. H. Pope has fined
D. .1. Anderson a saloon keeper at
Keiiua. Chaves county, $25 and gave
him ::0 days in jail for permitting the
latter's 15 year old son to enter the
saloon.
Rio Grande High Again The recla-
mation service at Engle, Sierra coun-
ty, reports a rise of three tenths of
mi inch in the Rio Grande near El
Paso. A force of men had to be set
to v. irk again to repair a break that
threatened the Five Mile bridge and
farm lands.
Lincoin County Seat Controversy
The ir.iunction case in the Lincoln
county seat controversy has been set
for hearing at Carrizozo before Jus-
tice M. C. Mechem on Saturday. The
Trapp murder case was taken up for
trial and a motion to have Trapp, who
is a minister at Corona, and his two
sons tried separately, was denied.
Dr. Samuel Blair Here Tomorrow
Dr. Samuel Blair of Albuquerque, and
whp is superintendent of the Method-
ist Episcopal church is expected to ar-
rive here at noon tomorrow to at-
tend the quarterly business meeting
which begins here at 7:45 o'clock to-
morrow evening. He will preach Sun-
day morning and evening at St. John's
Methodist Episcopal church.
Serious Charges Against Guard
Members A. C. Love, a rooming
house proprietor at Albuquerque, com-
plains that seven members of the Na-
tional Guard in uniform and fully
armed, invaded the sacred precincts
of his place and demanded that he
turn over to them the property of
Fred Dennett, not the commissioner of
the general land office, but a railroad-- ;
er, who is also a National Guardsman.
Ae have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid-
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THM
MifM sfiirman dry finnns r.n
Try Go. !!' Dandelion Extermina- -
tor; sure cure.
Fife ln.wUug on Sunday, Monday
and Tuesday at the Smoker.
See How That stolen fortune was
returned at the Elks' theatre tonight.
Get in on Time, eight o'clock, so
you will not miss any of the Egret
Hunter, its great.
Fined Fifteen Dollars for Beating
Wife Francisco Lopez was fined $15
at Albuquerque yesterday for beating
his wife.
Baby Boy Arrives William Par-
sons of the postoffice force is rejoicing
over the arrival of a baby boy at his
home on Cerrillos street.
The Big Store has a change of ad.
today. .Mr. Salmon is offering a spe-
cial sale on everything in his
department store.
Died of Pneumonia at Roswell
Walter Lee Herbert, aged 20 years,
son of W. F. Herbert, died at Roswell
on Wednesday of pneumonia.
Trains Were Late Although report-
ed on time at Lamy, Santa Fe trains
Xos. ID and 3 were more than half an
hour late in getting into Santa Fe.
Accident to Sweet Probate Clerk
E. H. Sweet of Socorro, who spent
yesterday in Albuquerque, is suffering
from painful bruises received in an au-
tomobile accident.
Not the Delgado Street Bridge The
new bridge across the Rio Grande at
Barelas, which cost $63,000, has been
declared open by the board of county
cuimissioners of Bernalillo county.
Railroader Hurt at Albuquerque
Harry Umbright, a night switchman,
was hurt badly yesterday in a head-o- n
collision of switch engines in the Al-
buquerque Santa Fe railway yards.
How to Get Good Land Attention
is called to the advertisement in to-
day's issue of the C. E. Hartley Real
Estate Company, telling of exceptional
opportunities to get good lands in New
Mexico.
Dance Tonight A dance will be giv-
en tonight at the Woman's Exchange
by the young men of the city. Morri-
son's orchestra will furnish music and
the ladies the refreshments. Dancing
will begin at 9 p. m.
FOUND A bunch of keys, a gram-
mar school arithmetic and a rosary
have recently been handed into this
office by those who have found them.
Owners may have same by paying for
this ad. Xew Mexican.
Bisbee Balks at Skirt Dance Ramo-n- a
Velasquez and Marie Soldato were
given sixty days at Bisbee for per-
forming the d 'dance du ven-
tre" on the street instead of behind
closed saloon doors.
Prohibition Party for Arizona Eu-
gene W. Chafin, who was in Bisbee
during the local option campaign,
will return to Arizona to organize a
prohibition party for the first state
campaign when a strong effort will be
prisoners to escape from Special San-
ta Fe Officer W. C. Kennedy. Four
other men by the name of Stewart,
Howard, Adams and Kressler were
held under $500 bond for interfering
with an officer.
House of Acasio Gallegos Burns
Down The farm hoire of Assistant
Superintendent of Instruction Acasio
Gallegos, situated two miles west of
Torreon, Torrance county, burned to
the ground last Saturday evening. It
was a six room, frame-adob- e structure
and there was only $1,300 insurance on
it. Fortunately, nearly all the furni-
ture was saved. The son of Mr. Gal-
legos and the hired help were at home
when the fire broke out. Mr. Gallegos,
who has been in "bad luck" lately on
account of much illness in his family,
returned last evening from Torreon.
Do Not Miss the Fun Go and see
Mr. Augustus Kocherino and Mr.
Frank Keei'erino in their clever skit
and Mr. Albertirs Clacinski as the best
drilled militiamen. Also see and hear
the youngest violinist in the world. Al-
so the foreign ambassador and his
medals of honor at the European Gar-
den tomorrow, Saturday evening, 8 to
11 o'clock, at the Episcopal rectory on
East Palace avenue. Admission 25
cents.
Albuquerque Draws the Line Tight
In addition to the fight which Judge
Edward A. Mann, as attorney for the
decent people of Albuquerque, is mak-
ing on the Red Light district, the au-
thorities are also making it unpleas-
ant for the denizens of that section
and yesterday arrested Laura Scott
and Bunch Roberts, two girls, for no
other offense than walking together.
Each had to put up a cash bond of $15
which they will probably forfeit rath-
er than appear in police court.
Will Be Noteworthy Concert The
concert given by the Woman's Board
of Trade next Tuesday evening in the
public library assembly hall for the
benefit of the fund to complete the
Rito de Ios Frijoles room in the Old
Palace will be a noteworthy and
teresting event. There will be
mental and vocal music. Selections
by the Ladies' Glee Club will be a
ture. Tickets are now on sale and the
price is 75 cents. The program will
be published in full tomorrow even-
ing. ,
Seat Sale Tomorrow The seat sale
for St. Elmo Which will be presented
at the Elks May 24 will open at 9
o'clock tomorrow morning at Fischer's
drug store. The main theme of St.
Elmo is the regeneration of St. Elmo,
a cynical young scion of society, who
EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
Lumber and all kinds
of building material.
YRDONHICKOX STREET. NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT
Red Phone 100 Phone Red 100
T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
' - vW t ptV IS r '
r I 'a' vi TV VS
SATISFACTION ASSURED
HKhi I. i av:i rnuorrif'c urif i imc throdoeeRRIOK. Prop
HACK SERVICE
popaiw prices B'J'es u& Saddle Horses
Remember Those Good Pictures
you have been seeing at the Elks' the-- '
atre. Well they are still coming. The
change of program for tonight and to-
morrow night only, is as folows: "The
Egret Hunter," "The Stolen Fortune,"
rarwiittiiTtiatwmtimiirtrinHm'
Try) TFf
1
n
'
jj n
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What
a
Shoe
Chance!
Reserving Nothing
and flooding our community with the
greatest Shoe bargains the citizens of
Santa Fe have ever known.
Every Dollars' worth of Men's,
Women's, Boys' Misses' and Children's
Shoes must be cleared away at once.
Tiiis Great Shoe Sale
begins today at 8:00 o'clock a. m. It
is a sale that will pack our store with
eager buyers from start to finish. You
can't afford to miss it, nor can you af-
ford to wait and take what's left.
Come early. We'll carry nothing
over. Here's a few of our price-cut- s
just for a sample:
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00 and
$4.50. The former price was one-thir- d
higher. Remember we carry the three
best shoe lines in the world, Hannan
& Son Shoe, The Florsheim Shoe, and
the Hamilton Brown Shoe.
iTi vllmilw. (l) JUST HIGH ENOUGH HERE.
V. !() 3K HOW COUNTER IS H
6 SHAPED TO CONFORM TO Q
Uv3EWWS I W FITS ClOSE AROUND H
C?) TOP, IOW EN0U6H NOT TO Blm"'lisiwK TOuCH ANHLE BONE. BW 0ES NT BA HEHI:
mW aW 1
rp fpVY, vt'i n'-.K- - Miim immiiiwil
ciIt is time for our Great Annual Shoe
Clearance Sale, and tihe Shoes must
go. We shall now throw our stock
upon the market.
A;.,y1,JtVjii'jJijtojtf. .staUaijitut"
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"be convened- - into preference stock
'and the certificates issued in respect
interest therein and that by way ot
investment mortgage lease or other- -
of th ordinary shares and preference
stock r.'sultinir from such division.
Certificate of Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at 2 o'clock p. ra., on the
I HEREBY CERTIFY THE REGIS-
TRATION of the said Order and of a
Printed copy of the Memorandum of
Association so altered.
Given under my lhand at Edinburgh,
this Twenty-firs- t day of November.
One Thousand Eight Hundred and
two shillings and eight pence made up
as follows:
1. Perpetual debentures bearing in-
terest at four per centum, 242,100 0 0
2. Redeemable debenture stock
bearing interest, at four per centum.
C 488,439 19 6.
3. Terminable debentures and de-
posits. 169,358 3 2.
Total, CS99.S9S 2 8.
And whereas it is expedient that the
borrowing powers of the Company
should be defined and restricted:
And whereas the Company is not
empowered, by its Memorandum and
Articles of Association or Regula-
tions to acquire or amalgamate with
any other Company and it is expedient
that the Company should have such
power:
And whereas the Company of its
Memorandum of Association as amend-
ed by special resolution and con-
firmed by the Court of Session in the
year one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-thre- e has only power to invest
money on the security of real estate
in the United States of America and
the Dominion of Canada and it is ex
5th day of April, A. D.t 1910, Certified
Copy of Articles of Incorporation of
the Scottish American Mortgage Com-
pany Limited, No. G3S9, a foreign cor-
poration from Scotland, and also, that
I have compared the following copy
of the same, with the original there-
of now on file, and declare it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of the
whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital on
tlhis 5th day of April, A. D. 1910.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal) Secretary of New Mexico.
The Companies Acts of 1862 and 1867.
i
COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES,
MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION
OF
THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORT-
GAGE COMPANY LIMITED.
1. The name of the Company is
"The Scottish American Mortgage
Company Limited.
2. The Registered Office of the
Company will be situate in Scotland.
3. The Objects for which the Com-
pany is established are
(1) To receive money by way of
Loan on Deposit or Debenture, and to
raise money by the creation and issue
of Debenture Stock, perpetual or oth-
erwise, in such manner and on such
terms and conditions as may seem ex-
pedient.
(2) To invest money upon the se-
curity of Real Estate in the United
States of America, and the Dominion
the said shares so divided hall be
piven up to the Company and shall be
Share Certificates to Be Surrendered
and New Certificates Issued.
icnuce en or me oss or nesr ruci imi
, ,.,.,.,,
.it.r..,i,1 ,.t
lh(l (im.,or, n?w certificates shah
.
,)f. ,s of the ordinary
shares and preference stock resulting
from snrli division.
Preferable Rights of Preference Stock
7. The preference shares or stock
created in terms of this Act may con-
sist of different classes or series which
may have different rights as regards
priority of ranking dividends or oth-
erwise subject to the conditions fol-
lowing (that is to say):
(a) Each class or series shall be
entitled to a fixed cumulative prefer-
ential dividend at such rate per cen-
tum per annum and running from such
date or dates as may be fixed at the;
time of its creation ;
(hi On any return of capital to the!
shareholders whether under a wind-
ing up of the Company or otherwise
no payment shall be made in respect
of any ordinary shares or ordinary
stock in the Company until there have
been paid to the holders of the pref-
erence shares or stock the amount
paid up on the preference shares or
stock held by them respectively to-
gether with any dividend payable
thereon up to the date of repayment;
Provided, that after such payment
shall have been made the holders of
the preference shares or stock shall
not be entitled in respect thereof to
participate further in the surplus as-
sets or remaining capital of the Com-
pany:
(c) In the event of different class-
es or series of preference shares or
stock having been created with differ-
ent rights inter se as regards priority
of ranking dividends or otherwise
they shall be repaid as aforesaid in
their respective order of priority:
(d) All rights regarding priority of
ranking dividends or otherwise shall
be determined on the creation of each
different class or series of preference
snares or stock and snail in each case
be set forth in a memorandum under
the common seal of the Comnanv
of Canada. 'Voting powers 8
(3) To collect on commission Cou- - j Powers to borrow money 9
pons or Interests due in the United Powers to amalgamate with other
States. j Companies . ,. 10
(4) To do all other things whatso-- 1 Powers of Company 11
ever incidental to any of the afore-'Ac- t and memorandum to be lodged
said objects. j with registrar 12
4. The liability of the Members is : Reference to shares in testament-limited- ,
j ary instruments 13
The nominal Capital of the, Costs of Act 14
Company is 1,500,000, divided into; AN ACT
150,000 Shares of 10 each, with pow- - To enable the Scottish American
which the directors shall file with thement of 1'i'incipal and interest either
Reeisti-;t- r of Joint stnet.- - rntrmanies I or both of shares stocks bonds obli- -
er to increase, as provided by the Ar-
ticles of Association.
Varied, in terms of the Companies
(Memorandum of Association) Act
1S90, by Special Resolution of 28th
July and 21st August, 1893, confirmed
by the Court of Session, 9th Novem-
ber 1893.
f Resolution of 3rd February, 1890.
We the several persons whose a Company limited by shares having
names and addresses are subscribed, j its registered office in Scotland witfh
are desirous of being formed into a! a capital of one million pounds divid-Compan-
in pursuance of this Mem-ie- d into one hundred thousand shares
orandtim of Association, and we re-- . of ten pounds each with power to
agree to take the number j crease as provided by the Articles of
wise howsoever and carry on any
business or assist others in so doing
in any manner and on any terms that
may be considered desirable and also
expend money in experimenting upon
and testing and developing or improv-
ing or seeking to develop or improve
any property rights or others whicn
the Company may acquire or propose
to acquire:
(b Lend money to any government
public body trust or authority (su-
preme municipal local or otherwisei
company partnership person body ot
persons or association without or up-
on security of their or his undertak-
ing property estate assets and effects
or any part thereof uKn such terms
as may be deemed expedient and
where there is security take such
either in the shape of bonds mort-
gages mortgage debentures or deben-
ture shares or stock or in any other
form ;
ic) Hold improve manage develop
sell feu lease mortgage or otherwise
use or dispose of any portion of the
assets estate and effects of the Com-
pany and for such purpose carry on
work or develop any business or prop-
erty of any kind in which the Com-
pany may be interested or concur with
others in so doing or employ others
so to do:
(di Undertake and execute the of-
fice of trustee executor receiver factor
or liquidator and undertake and exe-
cute all kinds of trusts both public
and private and perform and carry on
the various duties and kinds of busi-
ness incident to and connected there-
with either gratuitously or otherwise;
(e) Act as agents for any govern-
ment public body trust or authority
(supreme municipal local or other-
wise) or for any persons partnership
partners associations joint stock and
other companies whether domiciles in
the United Kingdom or elsewhere and
that not only in the conduct of any
business but also in the issue of
shares stocks bonds obligations deben-
tures and debenture stock scrip and
securities of every kind and descrip-
tion and the undertaking and guaran-
teeing of such issues and the guaran-
teeing; to the holders the due pay-
Rations debentures debenture stock
scrip and securities and the making of
loans upon the security thereof either
to governments public bodies trusts or
authorities aforesaid associations joint
stock and other companies or to pri-
vate persons partners or partnerships:
(f) Carry on any other businesses
which may seem to the Company to
be capable of being conveniently car-
ried on in connection with the exer-
cise of the powers authorized by this
Act or calculated to enhance the value
of or render profitable any of the
Company's property or rights;
(g) Procure the Company or any
other company to be incorporated or
registered in the United Kingdom or
in any colony dependency state terri
tory province or foreign country or
to do whatever else is necessary or
expedient in order to comply with or
defer to the Taws and customs of such
colony dependency state territory pro
vince or foreign country;
(h) Do all acts which may seem
necessary or convenient for carrying
on or transacting any business of the
Company either in the United King-
dom or the colonies or dependencies
thereof or in any foreign country or
state and appoint a trustee or trustees
to hold any property heritable or
moveable real or personal on behalf
of the Company;
(i) Do all or any of the matters
aforesaid either alone or in conjunc
tion with any other company trust
corporation or person.
Act and Memorandum to Be Lodged
With Registrar.
12. The Company shall forward to
the Registrar of Joint Stock Compa-
nies a copy of this Act which shall be
filed by him and if such copy be not
forwarded within three months after
the passing of this Act or if any mem
orandum sealed pursuant to this Act
be not filed with the registrar afore-
said within fourteen days after it is
so sealed the Company shall incur a
penalty not exceeding two pounds for
every day after the expiration of such
respective periods during which the
copy or memorandum is omitted to be
forwarded and every director or man-
ager of the Company who knowingly
and wilfully authorizes or permits
such default shall incur a like penalty
and every penalty under this Act shall
be recoverable summarily.
There shall be paid to the Registrar
by the Company on such copy being
registered the like fee as is for the
time being payable under the Compa
nies Act 1862 on registration of any
document other than a memorandum
of association.
References to Shares in Testamentary
Instruments.
13. In any instrument executed be-
fore the passing of this Act references
to shares of the Company existing be-
fore the passing of this Act shall be
construed as references to the ordi-
nary shares and to the preference
stock and preference shares of the
Company and in the case of any testa-
mentary instrument executed before
the passing of this Act any disposi-
tion which but for the passing of this
Act would have operated as a specific
bequest of any such
shares shall be construed as a spe-
cific bequest of the ordinary shares
and preference stock and preference
shares which may continue vested in
the testator or of a proportionate part
thereof as the case may be.
Costs of Act.
14. The costs charges and expenses
of and incidental to the preparing for
(Continued on Page Ten.)
Power to Reoav Sums Paid in Advance 'of
of C?lls and Divide Shares With i
Preference to One Portion.
1 lie Company niav renay all or;
anv of the sums h paid in ad-- 1
vance o, calls to the holders of shares
in respeci 01 Willi i sucn payment in
advai.ee lias been made who are from
i epii.wiieiir and tiie ( onipanv may in
the cas" of such of the holders of
shares who are from time to time will-
ing to accept tlie same divide the
shares into two shares that is to say
into fully paid preference shares of
eight pounds each and issued on suet,
terms and conditions as to priority oi
ranking dividends and otherwise as
may lie determined by the Company in
general meeting and into fully paid
ordinary shares of two pounds each.
The directors shall file a memorandum
with 'be Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies in relation to any lot or
lots of preference shares which may
be issued jn lieu and place of sums
paid in advance of calls as aforesaid
which memorandum shall set forth the
numbers of the shares dealt with and
the terms and conditions as to priori-
ty of ranking dividends and other-
wise which such preference shares
shall have and the register of mem-
bers of the Company shall thereupon
be altered accordingly. Whenever
Preference Share to Be Converted
Into Stock,
such division is made the preference
shares shall ipso facto be converted
into preference stock and the certifi-
cates issued in respect of the shares
so divided shall be given up to the
Company and shall be cancelled or the
loss or destruction thereof proved to
the satisfaction of the directors and
new certificates shall be issued in re-
spect of the ordinary shares and pref-
erence stock resulting from such di-
vision.
Payments Hereafter Made in Advance
of Calls to Be Converted Into
Preference Stock.
6. The directors may from time to
time bv resolution determine to offer
to the holders of the ordinary shares
the option of paying up in full in ad-
vance of calls all or any of the ordi
nary shares held by tnem respectively
on the footing that, the amount so
paid up in respect of each share shall
n accordance with the provisions of
this Act be converted into fully paid
(reference shares of eight pounds
each on such terms and conditions as
to priority of ranking dividends and
otherwise as may be determined by
the Company in general meeting and
that the ordinary shares so paid up
n full shall be reduced by a sum equal
to the amount so paid up thereon and
thereafter be regarded as fully paid
shares of two pounds each and in the
event of such determination the fol
lowing provisions shall have effect(tht is to say):
Notice of Option.
(a) Notice of the passing of such
resolution shall be given to all the
holders of partly paid ordinary shares
by letter posted to the registered ad-
dress of such holders from the head
office of the Company in Edinburgh
and such notice shall state the terms
and conditions as to priority of rank
ing dividends voting and otherwise
attached to the preference shares
mentioned in such resolution;
Time When Option to be Exercised.
(b) Each holder of partly paid or
dinary shares shall be at liberty to
exercise the option as to all or any
of his partly paid ordinary shares at
any time within such period as may
be stated in the notice (being not less
than seven days from the time when
the notice is posted) and that in such
manner as may be specified in such
notice;
Limit of Shares on Exercise of Option.
(c) The directors may in such reso-
lution fix a limit to the number of
shares in respect of which they will
accept payment in exercise of the op-
tion thereby conferred and in the
event of their fixing such a limit a no-
tice given in terms of n (a)
of this section shall contain a state-
ment of such limit and if the aggre
gate number of shares in respect of
which payment is offered in exercise
of the option exceeds such limit the
directors shall in the exercise of their
absolute discretion bring the number
within the limit aforesaid by rateable
and proportional reduction;
If Ontion to Extent of Limit Not
Reached Directors May After-
wards Accept Payment.
(d) In the event of the option to
make payment not being exercised to
the full extent of the limit fixed by the
directors within the period stated in
the notice the directors may there
after accept payment from any share
holder until the limit is reached;
Memorandum of Shares to Be Exe
cuted and Filed.
(e) The directors shall from time
to time file with the Registrar of Joint
Stock Companies a memorandum un-
der the common seal of the Company
setting forth the shares in respect of
which payment has been made that
each of such shares is reduced in
amount by a sum equal to the amount
of the payment so made thereon and
is a fully paid two pound ordinary
share and that fully paid up prefer
ence shares are to be registered in
the names of the holders of such
shares in respect of each of the shares
fully paid up as before mentioned and
the terms and conditions as to prior
ity of ranking dividends and otherwise
applicable to the said preference
shares and the register of members
of the Company shall be altered ac
cordingly;
Preference Shares Converted Into
Stock.
(f) Whenever such division is made
the preference shares shall ipso facto
Ninety -three.
REGINALD MACLEOD,
Registrar of Joint-Stoc- k Companies.
Companies' (Memorandum of Asso-
ciation) Act, 1S90, s. 2.
(Principal filed 21 Aug. 190:!.
THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORT-
GAGE COMPANY LIMITED
ACT 1903.
ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS.
Preamble. Sect.
Short titf.e 1
Interpretation
Power to increase capital and ere
ate preference shares
Directors may divide shares with
preference to one portion; pref-
erence shares converted into
stock 4
Power to repay sums paid in ad-
vance of calls and divide shares
with preference to one portion;
preference shares to be convert-
ed into stock 5
Payments hereafter made in ad-
vance of calls to he converted
into preference stock; notice of
option; time when option to be
exercised; limit of shares on ex-
ercise of option; if option to ex-
tent of limit not reached direc-
tors may afterwards accept pay-
ment; memorandum of shares to
be executed and filed ; preference
shares converted into stock;
share certificates to be surrend-
ered and new certificates issued fi
Preferable rights of preference
stock 7
Mortgage Company Limited to cre-
ate Preference Stock ; to enlarge its
powers; and for other purposes.
(Royal Assent 11th August, 1903.)
Preamble.
Whereas, The Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited (in this
Act called ''the Company") was in- -
corporated in the year one thousand
;the Companies Acts 1862 and .186" as
Association:
And whereas the capital of the Com
pany was in the year one thousand
eight hundred and ninety increased to
one million five hundred thousand
pounds divided into one hundred and
fifty thousand shares of ten pounds
each:
And whereas the whole of the said
shares original and increased have
been issued:
And whereas a sum of two pounds
And whereas the Company is not
empowered by its Memorandum and
Articles of Association or Regulations
And whereas for the purpose of pay- -
iS off or reducing the indebtedness
arjd obligations of the Company it is
expedient that the Company should
rot only have the power from time to
time to make a call or calls on the un
called amount of the shares of the
Company but also be authorized to
accept payment from the shareholders
ci any of them of the uncalled liabili
ty on any or all of the shaTes held by
them respectively, and to convert the
sums called up when paid or the sums
prepaid or part thereof into shares
or to create stock having rights of
reference to the ordinary or other
capital of the Company:
Ana whereas m conformity with a
resolution of the directors of the
Company, passed in the year one thou-
sand eight hundred and eighty-si- x un
der the powers conferred upon them
by the Articles of Association the
Company has received in advance of
calls from shareholders holding thir
thousand five hundred shares
the sum of eight pounds per share be
:ng the whole capital uncalled on
those shares or in all the sum of three
hundred thousand pounds upon which
sum the Company pays interest at the
rate of five cent per annum payable
preferably to dividend on the ordi-
nary shares and it is expedient that
j the Company should be empowered to
repay to all or any of the sharehol-
ders holding the said shares the pre
paid portion thereof tr sucn share-
holders or any of them so desire, or
to jconvert the said prepaid part into
preference shares or stock if such
shareholders or any of them so desire
j And whereas the total indebtedness
of the Company in respect of moneys
borrowed amounts to the sum of eight
hundred and ninety-nin- e thousand
eight hundred and ninety-eigh- t pounds
of Shares in the Capital of the Com-- !
pany set opposite our respective
names.
Name, Address, and Description of
Subscriber Number of Shares
Taken by Each Subscriber.
T. J. GORDON, of No. 3, Queen
Street, Edinburgh, in the County of
Edinburgh, Writer to the Signet, one
share.
J. GUTHRIE SMITH, of 10 Aber-cromb- y
Place, Edinburgh, in the Conn- -
m
4
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IS
pedient that the Company's powers of
investment should be enlarged and ex-
tended:
And whereas the purposes aforesaid
cannot be effected without the au-
thority of Parliament:
MAY IT THEREFORE PLEASE
YOUR MAJESTY. That it may be En-- !
acted and Be it Enacted by the King's
Most Excellent Majesty by and with
the advice and consent, of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal and Com-
mons in this present Parliament as-
sembled and by the authority of the
same as follows (that is to say) :
Short Title.
1. This Act may be cited for all
purposes as "The Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited, Act
1903," and shall come into operation
on the passing of this Act.
Interpretation.
2. In this Act the following words
and expressions when occurring in
this Act shall have the respective
meanings in this section assigned to
them (that is to say):
"The Directors"' mean the board of
directors of the Company for the time
being and includes any committee to
which the powers or duties by this
Act conferred on the directors may
be delegated by them;
"The regulations of the Company"
mean the Articles of Association or
other Regulations for the time being
of the Company;
"Ordinary shares" mean the ordi
nary snares issued at the date ot the
passing of this Act and which shall
e from time to time thereafter is
sued by virtue of the exercise of pow
ers contained in the regulations of
the Company and include the ordinary
shares as from time to time existing
by virtue of any addition, alternation
or reduction under the provisions of
this Act.
Power to Increase Capital and Create
Preference Shares.
The Company may at any time
and from time to time increase its cap-
ital to such extent and on such terms
and conditions as to priority of rank
ing dividends and otherwise as the
Company may in general meeting de
termine and the shares forming the
capital of the Company original or in-
creased may be divided into different
classes and may have such guarantee
preference or other privilege as be
tween or among themselves as may
be authorized consistently with the
regulations for the time being of the
Company and the Company may at.
any time and from time to time con
vert any shares existing at the pass
ing of this Act or which may there
alter be created wnen tuily paid up
into stock and the Company may at
any time and from time to time con
vert shares or stock partly into ordi-
nary and partly into one or more class
es of preference shares or stock and
any such conversion shall be effected
by resolutions of the Company from
time to time as provided in the regu
lations of the Company.
Directors May Divide Shares With
Preference to One Portion.
4. If at any time the directors in
exercise of the powers vested in them
by the regulations of the Company
make a call or calls on the sharehold-
ers in respect of the ordinary shares
held by them respectively the direc
tors may by memorandum in writing
under the common seal of the Com
pany determine that the said ordinary
shares shall be divided into two
shares that is to say one fully paid
preference share each share being
equal to the amount of the call and
one ordinary share each share being
of the nominal value equal to the nom-
inal value of the share so divided less
the amount of the call and that the
call so made shall be appropriated as
payable in respect of such preference
share and that the residue of the
amount paid on the ordinary share so
divided shall be credited as paid up on
the ordinary share of reduced amount
resulting from such division and such
memorandum shall also state the
terms and conditions as to priority of
ranking dividends and otherwise
which such preference shares shall
have as the same may have been de-
termined by the Company in general
meeting. The memorandum shall be
filed with the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies and the register of mem
bers of the Company shall thereupon
be altered accordingly. Whenever
Preference Shares Converted Into
Stock.
such division is made the preference
shares shall ipso facto be converted
into preference stock and the certifi
cates issued in respect of the shares
so divided shall be given up to the
Company to be cancelled or the loss
or destruction thereof proved to the
satisfaction of the directors and new
certificates shall be issued in respect
ty of Edinburgh, Advocate, one share. Per share has been called and paid up
CHARLES WILLIAM COWAN, of! on the said one hundred and fifty
Valleyfield, in the County of Edin-'- . thousand shares giving a total called
'
burgh. Paper Manufacturer, one share. and paid up capital of three hundred
HENRY I. SHELDON, of the City of tnousand pounds and the Company
Chicago, U. S. A., Solicitor, presently has in addition thereto accumulated a
residing at the Palace Hotel, 109 reserve fund amounting to one hun-Princ-
Street, Edinburgh, in the ; dred and fifty thousand pounds:
County of Edinburgh, one share.
ALEX. THOMPSON, of 43a George
Street, Edinburgh in the County of
Edinburgh, Merchant, one share. j to create or issue preference shares
D. H. HALE, of Chicago, U. S. A., or preference stock or to convert
Esq., presently residing at the Palace
'
shares or stock partly into ordinary
Hotel, 109 Princes Street Edinburgh, ' and partly into preference shares or
in the County of Edinburgh, one share. stoc and it is expedient that these
J. DUNCAN SMITH, of 62 Frederick ! Powers should be conferred on the
Street, Edinburgh, in the County 0fCmPany:
Voting Powers
8. Every holder of preference stock
or preference shares created in terms
of this Act shall be entitled to one
vote for every twenty pounds nominal
of such stock or shares held by him
and a holder of less than twenty
pounds thereof shall not be entitled
in respect thereof to any vote and
every holder of ordinary shares or or-
dinary stock for the time being shall
be entitled to one vote for every or-
dinary share and to one vote for every
two pounds of ordinary stock held by
him and a holder of less than two
pounds nominal of ordinary stock
shal not. be entitled to any vote.
Powers to Borrow Money.
9. The Company may borrow or
raise money from any person cor-
poration or company within or beyond
the United Kingdom by way of dis-
count cash credit, or overdraft or up-
on bond debenture debenture stock
mortgage bill promissory note or re-
ceipt or in any other manner and
grant security for all or any of such
sums and grant bills or promissory
notes or cash credit, or ordinary bonds
and dispositions in security or cash
credit bonds and assignations in se-
curity or issue bonds mortgages de-
bentures mortgage debentures deben
ture stocks mortgage debenture
stocks bonds of annuity annuity certif
icates or other securities or acknowl-
edgements therefor or in respect
thereof transferable to bearer or oth-
erwise founded or based upon the cred
it, of the Company or secured upon
all or any of the property assets or
revenue thereof and terminable re
deemable or perpetual and upon such
terms as to price priority or other
wise as the Company shall think fit
and in security of the money so bor
rowed or in any of the
ways aforesaid mortgage pledge or
charge or transfer or convev absolute
ly or in trust or in security the whole
or any part- of the property assets or
reevenue of the Company including un
called capital and give creditors pow
ers of sale and other usual and neces
sary powers provided that the total
amount outstanding at any one time
of moneys so borrowed shall not in
the aggregate exceed the amount of
the uncalled capital or one half of
the Company's paid up capital for the
time being whichever is greater at the
time of borrowing and in addition a
sum equal to the amount of the re
serve fund for the time being.
Powers to Amalgamate With Other
Companies.
10. The Company may amalgamate
with any persons companies or firms
and may acquire any business or any
interest therein within or beyond the
United Kingdom either by purchase
or otherwise and may make or accept
payment in money shares stocks de-
bentures mortgage debentures or any
other investments or securities either
fully or partly paid. ,
Powers of Company.
11. The Company may in addition
to any powers of investment which
the Company now possess exercise the
following powers within the United
Kingdom as well as beyond the same
(that is to say) :
(a) Purchase or otherwise acquire
property heritable or moveable real or
personal and in particular businesses
claims debts rights and privileges
choses-in-actio- n shares stocks bonds
mortgages obligations debentures de-
benture stock scrip securities goods
wares inventions patents or patent
rights licenses concessions and the
like and merchandise of every kind
and description or any estate share or
Edinburgh, Solicitor before the Su- -
preme Courts of Scotland, one share.
Dated the 24th day of July 1874. ;
Witness to the above Signatures
WILLIAM ADAM,
Of No. 17 Clarence Street, Edinburgh,
in the County of Edinburgh, Law
Clerk.
COMPANIES' ACTS, 1862 AND 1867.
COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES.
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF,
THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORT-
GAGE COMPANY LIMITED.
Under the Companies' Acts, 1862
and 1867.
I, Stair Agnew, Assistant-Registra- r
of Joint-Stoc- k Companies, do hereby
certify that The Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited is this
day incorporated under the Compa-
nies' Acts, 1862 and 1867, and that it
is a Company limited by Shares.
Given under my hand this Twenty- -
seventh day of July, Eighteen hundred
and Seventy-four- .
STAIR AGNEW,
Assistant-Registra- r of Joint-Stoc- k
Companies for Scotland.
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION
OF
ORDER OF COURT
CONFIRMING ALTERATION OF OB-
JECTS OR FORM OF CON-
STITUTION.
. Pursuant to s. 2 (1) of 53 and 54
Vict., ch. 62.
THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN
MORTGAGE COMPANY LIMITED,
having by Special Resolution ALTER- -
ED' ITS Objects, as confirmed by an
Order of the Court of Session, bearing
date the Ninth day of November, 1893.
PAGE TEN. THE SANTA FE .YEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M. FRIDAY, MAY 20, 1910.
the fifth day of April, A. D. 1910, Cer-
tificate Designating Agent and Prin-
cipal Place of Business of The Seot- -
Certificate of Comparison.
(Continued From Page Nine.)
GOOD nns il in this respect havingllii hcrio.The apartment-hous- e
was ;,p patently of three
The quarters thus provided, howev-
er, were supplemented to an import-
ant extent by houses of adobe built in
front a fact made manifest by num-
erous holes remaining to this day.
which were evidently made to support
been known
city, which
stories, com- -
prise mauy hundreds of rooms, it
was xiin nUy built for defense, and
i ish American .Mortgage Company
obtaining and passing of this Act or Limited, No. CO", a Foreign Corpora-otherwis- e
in relation thereto shall be uon from Scotland: and also, that I
entered ironi ji ji"1" uluii..u6the i:ing looms were aiiju.c
tionably the ancestors of the modern
Hopi Indians of the southwest, there
is no difficulty in reconstructing their
dwellings and even their mode of
life, with the help of the remains they
have left behind. In one great walled
inclosure 170 of their skeletons were
disclosed and nothing of archaeologic-
al importance seems to have destroyed
or seriously disturbed by the robbers
and outlaws who within recent years,
in numerous bands have found con-
venient headquarters and a secure
refuge in the prehistoric caves of the
canon.
mm fe
Story of Puye Served up
With Frills to City
Readers
PBEHI5T0B1CJIBIC1 CITY
Important Discoveries Made
by Doctor Hewett in j
j
Pajarito Park.
A recent Sunday issue of the Globe
Democrat gives an entire page to il-
lustrations in color of the Cliff
Dwellings twenty miles west of Santa
Fe. Tile story by Rene Bache is as
follows:
The discovery of a buried city in
New
.Mexico, in the valley of the Rio
Grande, and of a vanished people who
lived like rats in holes along the a number of years, embracing the
of an almost inaccessible canyon covering of cliff dwellings and other
litis recently afforded opportunity for remains over a wide area of the for-mo-
interesting archaeological populous region,
search. As for the tow n in question, Six miles in a straight, line south of
paid by the Company.
1 English "Companies Registration"
Stamp for CL
(2 Knglish "Companies Registra- -
Hon" Stamp for one shilling each. I
(Cancelled "Exchequer 21 Feb. 1910,
Edinburgh.")
Plain seal "Registrar of .Joint
Stock Companies Scotland," affixed
to pages r. 7, LI, 1 17, 19, 21 and 2::.)
Vnited Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland.
Office of the Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies for Scotland.
Edinburgh, Scotland,
i. Sir Kenneth John Mackenzie,
Baronet. Registrar of Joint Stock
Companies for Scotland do hereby
certify that I am the officer with
whom and in whose office Memoran-
dums of Association and Articles of As-
sociation or Regulations for the man-
agement of Companies are required
to lie registered by the laws of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, and I further certify that the
foregoing is a full, true and correct
copy of (1) the Memorandum of Asso
ciation of the Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited as varied
in terms of the Companies ( Memoran-
dum of Association ) Act 1XH0 by spe-- :
cial resolution of 28th July and 21st
August 1893 confirmed by the Court of
Session 9th November, 1S9:-J- (2) The
Certificate of Incorporation of said
Company. (3) The Certificate of Reg-
istration of Order of Court confirming
alteration of objects or form of Con-
stitution. (4 ) An Act of Parliament en-
titled "The Scottish American Mort-
gage Company Limited Act 1903" to
enable The Scottish American Mort-
gage Company Limited to create Pref-
erence Stock, to enlarge its powers
and for other purposes, which Act of
Parliament in terms of Section 12
therenf was filert in mv nffirp ?1 st An
gust 1903. And which Memorandum
and Act of Parliament are all duly
registered here and the above men
tioned Certificates have been granted.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have
hereunto set my hand and official seal
at Edinburgh. Scotland, in the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,
this Twenty-firs-t day of February
.Nineteen hundred and ten.
( Signed )
KENNETH JOHN MACKENZIE,
(Registrar's Seali Registrar.
United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland,
Consulate of United States of Ameri
ca at juiinnurgu Scotland. ss
niiii , I in-- ladders 1o the rool, and
:,.Ti rhruuuh hatchways and by lad
ders leseending into the interior.
reel to the court was praetic- -
aide only by a sing'e passageway on
tile east side, (i feet wide which was
Ida,:lered with adobe, the outer open-- i
..ins provided witii a double sys-n- f
tell! barricades. On the outside
was a si one wall, partly closed, which
eu! il made at brief notice to shut
lit i i:i ranee entirely.
Work of Education.
Several hundred of the ground-- j
Item- rooms whose walls still remain
jin a fair state of preservation, have
already been uncovered by Dr. Hew- -
eli. Twenty Tewa Indians, experi-
enced in work, are doing the digging
itiuier the auspices of the School of
American Archaeology at Santa Fe,
the necessary money having been ap
propriated by the legislature of New
Mexico. It is an immense labor, the
contemplated task, which will occupy
(he great circular town is the pueblo
of the Stone Lions, where Dr. Hew
t is aho making excavations. It
HOUSE OF ENORMOUS EXTENT."
gels its name from a remarkable
shrine consisting of a stone stockade
inclosing the effigies of a pair of pu-
mas, or mountain lions, which lie ex-
tended at full length, side by side,
carved in high relief from a great tufa
bowlder. Casts have been made from
these sculptured beasts, which appear
to have been idols.
The plateau between Ihe Jeniez
mountains and the Rio Grande valley
was anciently coveied by a blanket of
volcanic material which in the course
of ages was gashed into thousands of
fragments by torrential erosion. By
such means it was cut up into de-
tached masses, which were further
scu'ptured by the winds into fantastic
shapes, the cliffs, sometimes 500 feet
i4j'. .,H-.f?- j
,ti- - - ,.ZcXt'
MEXICAN PEONS
MUST WEAR PANTS.
Will Be Given Employment If They
Do Not Have Sufficient Pesos to
Buy Them.
Mexico City, Mexico, May 20. The
Mexican peon will have to wear paw...
during the great Centennial celebra-
tion here next. September. The gover-
nor of the federal district has issued
instructions that breeches must be
worn by even the humblest of the
race.
A plan for providing. the peons with
pants to replace the loose fitting
white cotton garments generally in
evidence has been devised. If a man
is too poor to buy a pair of pants he:
will be given employment a sufficient
length of time to enable him to accum-
ulate the required amount.
The government is anxious that,
everything look spink and span dur-
ing celebration month, and with that
end in view is leaving nothing undone.
Hence the interest in pants for peons- -
In this tropical climate peons wear
i white pantaloons, loose fitting. They
are far from being neat in appearance
Some of the men wear their white gar-- -
ments rolled up to the knees. To the
'
tourist they appear typical, and to
Isome perhaps picturesque. At any
rate they nave to go, ai leasu mums
next September.
Big Ben Removed.
"Big Ben," a huge clock that, has-don-
duty for years in the most prom-
inent part of the capital, has been re-- !
moved from the tower of the builditfg
j that stands in front of the new
theatre, on Avenue Juarez,
The clock long since became a land-imar-
and perhaps nothing else on
that block will be missed so much.
' But the march of progress decreed
that the building in which the old
time piece was located must be torn
down. Workmen are now tearing
away an entire block of buildings in.
front of the $10,000,000 theatre that is
in course of construction. Beautiful
gardens will be laid out on the spot,
making an appropriate approach to
the huge marble and steel structure.
The theatre will be as nearly complet-
ed as possible by next September, so
that visitors to the capital during the
Centennial celebration in that month
can form an idea of its proportions
and beauty.
TIME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 10 from the south and
west, also No. 3 from the east, re-
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. id.
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 west-boun- also takes
passengers for No. 2 east-boun- d pass-
ing I,my at 6:30 p. m. Returning
arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
!'s connection only.
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con-
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bound- ,,
and Nos. 4 and 8 east-boun- Return-
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 l. m.
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad. .
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
m.
Train arrives from the north at 4
in.
New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. n
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 i
ra.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros-
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaxes Ros-
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar-
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto-
mobile by wire. J. w. Stockard.
If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
considerable excavations on its site
have already been made, under the di- -
rection of Dr. Edgar L He wet t- -
m--n
Ik. f' .JLJj?
"AN APARTMENT
enough, at all eveuts, to make cer-
tain the fact, that it was prehistoric
and that it. was circular in form.
Paising down the Rio Grande val-
ley, its gorge becomes deeper until
the traveler reaches a point at which
the canyon of the Rito de los Frijoles,
or "Creek of Beans" enters. It is not
possible' to make one's way up the
canon, because its narrow passage is
blocked by two waterfalls, which have
a leap of about 70 and 00 feet, respec-
tively. One must, climb to the top of
the surroutidiug plateau and descend
into the canon by an ancient rock
trail, which leads to the site of the
prehistoric city.
Of all the beautiful and romantic
spots in the Southwest, none surpass-
es the Rito de los Frijoles. The for-
mer populous condition of all the
country thereabout is attested by
myriads of cliff dwellings which oc-
cupy every mesa top from the Chama
river to the Cochiti, and between the
I hereby certify that Sir Kenneth offlce of Secretary of New Mexico,
John Mackenzie, Baronet, whose true Apr. 5, 1910, 2 p. m.
signature and official seal appear to NATHAN JAFFA,
the foregoing Certificate, was at the' Secretary
time when he executed the said Cer-- . Compared C. F. K. to E. T. C.
tiflcate. Registrar of Joint Stock Com- - Territory of New Mexico, County of
panies for Scotland, duly appointed Santa Fe, ss:
and commissioned and that all of his I hereby certify chat this instru-act- s
and attestations as such officer ment was filed for cord on the 0 h
are entitled to full faith and credit. day of April A. D. 1910, at 3 o'clock
In testimony whereof I have here P. m., and was duly recorded in Book
unto set. my hand and the seal of this One of the records of Corporations,
have compared the following copy of
the same, with The original thereof now i
on rile, and declare it to be a correct
Transcript therefrom and of the whoh
thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
at the Citv of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on ,his fifth day of April. A. D. 1910.
,seal.) NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Statement of The Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited.
This association duly incorporated
under the laws of the United Kingdom
of Great Rritain and Ireland, and de-
siring to transact business in the Ter-
ritory of New Mexico, makes the fol-
lowing statement:
The name of the organization is:
The Scottish American Mortgage Com-
pany Limited.
The location of its registered office
in Ypw Mpvieo is- - The office of A. B.
T,,MUJh..n attornev-at-law- . Catron
ganta pp Counlv of Sanla Fe
x anfl lhp namp of lhe agent ,n
charge of such office upon whom
process against the corporation may
be served is: The said A. B. Renehau.
The amount of authorized capital
stock is: $7,275,000.00.
The amount of capital actually is-
sued and outstanding Is: $7,275,-000.0-
The character of business to be
transacted in New Mexico is: A Real
Estate Mortgage and Loan Business.
The company will not receive deposits
cr do a banking business.
In Witness Whereof, the said The
Scottish American Mortgage Company
Limited has caused its name to be
hereunto subscribed and its corporate
seal to be hereto affixed, and these
presents to be executed by its Presi-
dent and Secretary, this eighteenth
day of Marcn- - A- - D- - 91- -
(Corporate Seal.)
THE SCOTTISH AMERICAN MORT-
GAGE COMPANY LIMITED,
(Signed):
By ALEX. WALLACE,
President.
Attest: THOMAS DYMOCK, Sec-
retary.
Endorsed:
Foreign.
No. 6390.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 5b,
Certificate Designating Agent and
Principal Place of Business of The
Scottish American Mortgage Com-
pany Limited in New Mexico, filed in
Page 39n, on this fith day of April, A.
D. 1910.
Witness my hand and Seal of office.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co., N.
M.
J. F. SANDOVAL,
Deputy.
THE DAYS OF MAN
FULL OF TROUBLE.
(From Smart Set.)
Man born of woman is of few days
days full of women. In his infancy.
women trot him upon their knees
when he wisheth to lie in his cradle
and think. They give him hugs and
kisses when he thirst eth for milk.
And lo, when he hath grown lusty and
strong and (his soul craveth caresses,
they give him the merry ha-ha- !
In the days of his childhood he ris- -
from the sanctuary but the half of a
woman.
He S(e'eth his bed at night, and lo,
now tne woman with the serpent's
tongue slingeth his ear!
He acquired a mistress by marriage
an3 loseth her by divorce.
By tGl1 he accu,n"lateth a pile, and
hath 5t halved by alimony. This Ihe
rM eatnetn many tinies n,il he think- -
11 VKI11.V ere ueuer to wea a
rih grass widow and feed upon the
srceulent green herbage all the days
0p my Iife
, .. ... .
, nui 10. tne widest pasture nath a
fenee whk;h soon wometh an of- -
he died. And behold, four widows
fight over his estate!
For verily, yea, verily, full of wom-
en are a man's days and then some.
It is an admitted fact that real es--
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that Quickest and bst results are
obtained by advertising in the New
i Mexican
une is aoie. ineieiore, lu uuiaiu a
m ei i e notion of the conditions tin
der which these prehistoric people
'lived, it may be that each of the vil-
lages along the canon of the Rito
was the abode of a single clan of the
tribe, but this is merely a mater of
guess.
One of the villages (following this
theory) has been called by Dr. Hew-
ett the House of the Moon Symbol;
another the House of the Turkey Peo-
ple; another, the House of the Sun
People, and yet another, the House of
the Snake People. At the upper end
of the llii o. 150 feet above the bed of
the creek, is a great ceremonial cave,
which is one of the most striking and
picturesque objects of archaeological
interest in the southwest. It has re-
cently been made accessible to visi-
tors by building 90 feet of ladders
and culling 200 feet of stairway and
trail in the rock.
Perhaps the most important object
of the work now being carried on is
to preserve the ruins. No attempt is
to be made to "restore" them by re-
construction, but merely to arrest
their deterioration. On the rocks
about some of the caves are very curt
ous piotograpnic paintings; aim oy no
means least interesting are a num- -
RENE BACHE.
her of tribal sanctuaries or "kivas,"
circular subterranean chambers, used
for purposes of religious ceremonial,
which were entered from above
through trap doors. In the middle of
the bottom of each such chamber is a
small, round hole, which was suppos-
ed to communicate with the under
world, wherein the gods reside.
The caves of the series of villages
along the canon of the Rito seem to
have been used as back rooms for
the great communal houses, each of
which was substantially a village.
Those which were furthest back were
doubtless employed for storage pur-
poses. In one of the d
houses the various articles of domes-
tic use have been restored by Dr.
as when in daily use, is seen in the
corner adjacent to the door with the
water jar and gourd dipper, near at
hand. Another corner is occupied by
the meal box, with the necessary ap-
pliances for grinding corn. In a small
alcove room .next to the meal box is
the "tinajon," or large storage vessel,
to hold the prepared meal. Above, near
the ceiling, are stretched strings of
rawhide, from which hang strips of
drying meat. And on one side ot the
main room are the place and materials
for pottery making clay, mortars,
paint pots, smoothing stones, model-
ing forms and other objects illustra-
ting the various operations of the
primitive potter.
In as much as the people along the
Rito, as well as those of the circular
town already described, were unques- -
DESCRIBED BY RENE BACHE.
Consulate this 25th clay of February,
1910.
(Seal of U. S. Consulate.)
(A $2.00 fee stamp of American)
(Consular Service.)
(Signed) RUFUS FLEMING,
Consul of the United States of Amer-
ica.
ENDORSED:
Foreign;
No. 6389,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 50.
Certified Copy of Articles of Incor-
poration of The Scottish American
Mortgage Company Limited.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Mexico, April 5. 1910; 2 p. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary.
Compared C. F. K. to E. F. C.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
I hereby certify that, this instrument
in height, being adorned above with j Hewett to their proper places in
battlements and honey-- j der to furnish a sort of illustrative
combed below with natural caves, object lesson. The fireplace with its
Fossil remains of three-toe- d Oiorsesfire dogs, fire screen and cooking pot,
Jemez mountains and the Rio Grande. plentiful.
But. the principal focus of population Bllt ,ne most interesting feature of
was the above-mentione- town a ter-- the archaeological remains is a series
raced structure, circular in form. andof cave villages extending along the
built of blocks of volcanic tufa. (canon of the Rito de los Frijoles. One
The town somewhat resembling in of these was a continuous house from
was filed for record on the 6th day of eth to be spanked by a nurse. At even-Apri- l,
A. D., 1910, at 3 o'clock p. m., tide he saith his prayers in the sha-an- d
was duly recorded in Book one 'low of a slipper upheld by the hand
of the records of Corpor. page 377 on that rocketh the cradle,
this 6th day of April, A. D, 1910. The days of his youth are darkened
Witness my hand and Seal of office, because many women give him the
GEO. W. ARMIJO, mitten; and the years of his manhood
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co. N. M
'
are embittered because one woman
T. T. SANDOVAL, Deputy. did not.
Incorporation Certificate. He goeth forth in the morning to
Territory of New Mexico, be sued for breach of promise.
Office of the Secretary. At high noon, still a man though
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the sadly harried, he seeketh refuge on
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby t!ne altar: and behold, he emergeth
its beehive construction a modern
pueblo, was in effect an apartment.
house of enormous extent. As a rule,
however, the ancient pueblos, like
those of modern days, seem to have
grown by gradual accretion, single
rooms or suites being added as they
were required to meet, the needs of
increasing families. But here the
whole affair was planned and built at
one time. Its circular shape, too, ren- -
ders it unique from the viewpoint, of
the archaeologist, nothing resembling
rr
rertify thai there was filed for record
in this office at two o'clock n. m. on
the fifth day of April, A. D. 1910: Copy
of Articles of Incorporation of The
Scottish American Mortgage Comnanv
Limited, No. 63S9. Certified from Sent -
land.
That it is authorized to transact
business in this Territory, and that
the business is such as may be law- -
fully transacted hv enrntinn. f
this Territory
Wherefore, the corporators named
in the Said articles antl vuhn Iiqiu ciion-- ." " o.eju
ed the same, and their successors and
o cuter e o U n,.k.. j 1 . i.
and several kinds of extinct, dogs as
well as mammoths and mastodons, are
one to four stories high, and stretch
ing along the base of the cliff for a
distance of 700 feet, which must have
afforded accommodation for at least
1,000 families. It is evident, however,
that the natural caves were greatly
enlarged by digging the material of
the volcanic tufa, originally composed
of gravel and sand, being friable and
easy to excavate. Thus whole suites
of rooms, in many cases somewhat ex- -
tensive, in the very living rock, were
occupied by these human burrowers.
HOMES OF THE HUMNA BURROWS,
P ;"
'
iTrQ rfzp'ass ITIv"i&"-- , lit: i vuy uet; tare u to ue fgnsefrom this date until the fifth day of, LiUe a caged game cock he teUhApril, Nineteen Hundred and Sixty, a for freedom and fiieth the coop,corporation by the name and for the He soareth in his aeroplane, andpurposes set forth in said articles. jfalleth into a rocky place and the lastGiven under my hand and the Great sleep with his aviation boots upon hisSeal of the Territory of New Mexico, ' feet.
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital, j As a millionaire grass widower hath
on this fifth day of April, A. D. 1910.
(Seal.) NATHAN JAFFA,
Secretary of New Mexico.
Certificate of Comparison.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in tbig office at two o'clock p, m., on
' r
